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Introduction

Fishery-dependent data such as catch per unit of effort 
(CPUE) are commonly used in stock assessments given 
that they are assumed to be proportional to population 
abundance. Studies investigating the relationship between 
CPUE and abundance have demonstrated that the assump-
tion of proportionality between the two does not hold true 
for all species or for fish caught in variable habitats and at 
different times (Richards and Schnute, 1986; Harley et al., 
2001). The need for more accurate estimates of abundance 
has led to the development of fishery-independent surveys 
for many species (Pennington and Strømme, 1998; 
Rotherham et al., 2007). Surveys may adopt a variety of 
sampling methods to obtain abundance estimates though 

no methods are without bias (Willis et al., 2000; Wells 
et al., 2008). Differences in biases and selectivity among 
different sampling gears have lead to studies comparing 
the use of multiple gears including underwater video and 
hook-and-line for assessing fish abundance (e.g. Willis and 
Babcock, 2000; Willis et al., 2000; Parker et al., 2016).

The black sea bass (Centropristis striata) is a com-
mercially and recreationally important fish species in the 
Northwest Atlantic Ocean (Moser and Shepherd, 2009). 
North of Cape Hatteras, NC, C. striata in Mid-Atlantic 
waters are migratory with individuals inhabiting inshore 
hard bottom (i.e. hard structurally complex habitat; 
Steimle and Zetlin, 2000) and reef habitats from spring to 
autumn and deeper offshore shelf waters during the winter 
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Abstract

This study briefly examined the simultaneous use of 2 gear types, single underwater video and hook-
and-line, for sampling black sea bass (Centropristis striata) in Mid-Atlantic waters off the Maryland 
(USA) coast. Fish were sampled from 4 July to 3 August 2012 at two locations with varying bottom 
habitats ranging from sand and mud to natural hard bottom. First, the relationship between estimates 
of abundance of black sea bass sampled with the two gear types was examined using least-squares 
regression analysis. Second, abundance estimates were compared using linear mixed-effects models 
to determine whether abundance differed between the two sampling locations. In general, positive 
linear relationships were found between abundance estimates produced by underwater video and 
hook-and-line sampling methods. Abundance estimates of fish sampled with both gears was also found 
to be greater for the location with more complex bottom habitat. The results suggest that, if utilized 
together, both gear types have the potential to provide useful information about the abundance of black 
sea bass in Mid-Atlantic coastal waters.
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(Drohan et al., 2007). Black sea bass are harvested inshore 
with hook-and-line and fish traps and offshore with bottom 
trawls (Shepherd and Terceiro, 1994). Fishery independent 
data used to estimate abundance for the species come from 
seasonal bottom trawl surveys performed by the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NEFSC, 2017). However, the 
hard bottom habitats occupied by C. striata during its 
inshore residency make sampling with bottom trawl gears 
ineffective (Musick and Mercer, 1977). Stock assessments 
for the species have suggested that sampling fish on hard 
bottom (NEFSC, 2017) habitats with alternative gears 
(e.g. fish traps, hook-and-line, underwater video gears) 
may provide useful data for population assessment and 
management. 

In this study, we used single remote unbaited underwater 
video and hook-and-line gears for sampling black sea bass 
simultaneously on structurally complex habitats ranging 
from sand and mud to natural hard bottom composed of 
rocky outcroppings, gravel, and boulders (Steimle and 
Zetlin, 2000). We hypothesized that if the two methods 
follow changes in abundance in the same manner, then 
the relationship between the two  will be proportional and 
that both methods should produce correlated estimates of 
abundance when employed at the same time and location. 
Specific objectives were to: 1) examine the relationship 
between counts of black sea bass sampled simultaneously 
with underwater video and hook-and-line gears at sites 
with different types of bottom habitat, and 2) determine 
whether sampling with underwater video and hook-and-
line gears would produce differences in counts of black 
sea bass at sites with different types of bottom habitat and 
presumed fish densities.

Materials and methods

Sample sites

Sampling took place on eight days from 4 July to 3 August 
2012 at 2 sites located off the Maryland coast (Fig. 1). To 
compare underwater video and hook-and-line gears for 
sampling black sea bass, 2 sites (separated by 20.3 km) 
were chosen based on their types of bottom habitat. Site 1 
(37°59′14″N, 74°54′30″W) was characterized by a sandy 
bottom with mud, shell, gravel, and aggregations of small 
to large cobbles and was classified as an unstructured 
site. In contrast, site 2 (38°09′09″N, 74°47′41″W) was 
classified as highly structured since it consisted of a 
mixture of sand, mud, cobbles, large rocks, and low 
relief hard bottom habitat [i.e. rocky outcroppings and 
boulders or other structures partly covered with sea whips 
(Leptogorgia spp.) and stony corals]. The choice of sites 
(i.e. site 1 = unstructured; site 2 = structured) allowed for 
a simultaneous comparison of the two gears for sampling 

black sea bass on variable habitats with presumed differ-
ences in fish densities. Sites were visited separately on 
alternate days for a total of four times each during the 
study period. Sampling took place during daylight hours 
from 0900 to 1600 Eastern Daylight Savings Time at 
depths ranging from 29 m to 31 m at both sites. Bottom 
water temperatures varied from 12.8°C to 14.4°C and 
11.7°C to 14.6°C at site 1 and site 2, respectively. 

Video sampling and video processing

Underwater videos were collected using a rectangular 
(91 cm length × 61 cm width × 91 cm height) video system 
constructed of galvanized and zinc plated slotted steel 
angle along the top, 5.1 cm wide slotted square corner 
posts, and 3.8 cm wide slotted square side and center bars 
(Fig. 2A). The main camera consisted of a Canon FS-30 
camcorder with a wide angle lens in an Equinox HD-6 
underwater housing mounted in the center (58 cm from 
the bottom of the frame). The camera housing was tilted 
in a slightly downward facing position that provided the 
camera with standardized view of the bottom habitat (see 
Fig. 2B and 2C for examples) and fish when present. A 
strip of slotted steel flat was wrapped around the housing 
to help secure it in place. Three backup GoPro HD Hero 1 
cameras (720-pixel resolution, 170° angle of view) in 
underwater housings were faced outward at slight angles 
(to match the position and direction of the central mounted 
main camera) from the right and left sides and the back 
of the frame.

Eight 40 min unbaited video system deployments (i.e. the 
system was deployed without a bait source) were made at 
a site on each sampling date. Deployments of the system 
were conducted by first locating a soft sediment area on the 
bottom using a fish finder (FCV-582L; Furuno Electric Co. 
Ltd., Nishinomiya City, Japan); soft sediment areas were 
identified prior to deployments to ensure that the video 
system did not land on rocks or other bottom structures 
when present. The system was then lowered to the bottom 
slowly with a polypropylene rope that was affixed to a 
surface buoy. After 40 min, the system was lifted to the 
vessel with a hydraulic pot-hauler. The vessel was moved 
~20 m from the first deployment location and deployed 
for the next sample; camera batteries were changed after 
four deployments of the system. Because water current 
may influence counts of fish on videos (Bacheler et al., 
2016), near-bottom current velocity (m s-1) was measured 
during deployments with a SeaHorse Tilt Current Meter 
(SeaHorse TCM; OkeanoLog, North Falmouth, MA; 
Sheremet, 2010) mounted to a nearby deployed fish trap. 
Further, since overhead cloud cover could potentially 
reduce natural lighting on the bottom and affect the ability 
to observe and count fish on videos, cloud cover (%) at 
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each site was recorded during each deployment. Cloud 
cover (%) was determined on a given sampling day by 
visually estimating the percentage of sky covered by 
clouds directly above the vessel. Estimates ranged from 
0% to 100% with 0% indicating no cloud cover and 100% 
indicating absolute cloud cover while values falling within 
the range represented partly to mostly cloudy conditions.

In the laboratory, videos were processed using a standard 
video editing software (Adobe Premiere Pro CS5, 
vers. 5.0; Adobe Systems Incorporated, San Jose, CA). 
Generally, videos from the main camera were selected 
for processing however on one occasion (18 July) fog-
ging of the underwater housing made them unsuitable 
for viewing. In this case, videos from one of the backup 
cameras were randomly selected for processing. We chose 
a 30 min video interval for counting because the highest 
observations of fish occurred within the first 15 min of 

video (Cullen and Stevens, 2017). Counts for black sea 
bass were made using the MeanCount counting method 
(Schobernd et al., 2014). MeanCount is the mean across 
counts of fish observed in a sample of frames from the 
video (Schobernd et al., 2014); here, 60 single frames 
were sampled systematically, one every 30 s for 30 min of 
video. We selected MeanCount over other video counting 
metrics commonly reported in the literature including 
MaxN (i.e. the maximum count of individuals of a focal 
species observed at a single time point on the video; 
Campbell et al., 2015) because Schobernd et al. (2014) 
found it to both have similar variation to MaxN and scale 
linearly with true abundance. However, during processing, 
MaxN values were noted at a single time point on each 
video to serve as a reference for the peak number of fish 
observed on videos. The video system was allowed to 
settle on the bottom for the first ~60 s or more of video 
before counting was initiated.

Fig. 1.  Map showing the location of the 2 sites (numbered black symbols; 
1 = site 1 and 2 = site 2) where black sea bass were sampled with 
underwater video and hook-and-line gears, respectively, from 4 July 
to 3 August 2012 in the Mid-Atlantic. The inset depicts the location 
of the 2 sites along the Atlantic coast of the United States.
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Hook-and-line sampling

Hook-and-line sampling was conducted concurrently 
with video sampling using 6 ft (1.8 m) PENN Mariner 
one piece fiberglass fishing rods and PENN 209 Level 
Wind reels (Penn, Philadelphia, PA) equipped with 30 lb 
(13.6 kg) monofilament line. While drifting over a site, 
three fishers were assigned a fishing position (1, 2, or 3) 
on the starboard side of the boat (Harms et al., 2010). 
Each fisher simultaneously dropped a 3 hook (size = 3/0 
Mustad octopus hooks; O. Mustad & Son A.S., Gjovik, 
Norway) sampling rig assembled with barrel swivels, 
a 0.23 kg lead sinker, and bait (northern shortfin squid, 
Illex illecebrosus; whole squid were sliced into 5–8 cm 
strips). Four hook rig drops were made by each fisher for a 
maximum bottom time of 3 min per hook rig drop though 
lines could be retrieved prior if a bite was felt or to avoid 
losing hooked fish. On few occasions, the maximum soak 
time was exceeded due to bottom snags, line tangles, or 

gear issues. Fishing occurred adjacent to the deployment 
sites of the video system. Because hook rig drops on top 
of or over the system could have resulted in hook snags, 
we made four drifts adjacent to the deployment site. While 
fishing, a stopwatch was used to record the timing of four 
different events including when the sinker hit the bottom, 
when the first bite was felt, when retrieval of the hook 
rig commenced, and when the rig reached the surface 
(Harms et al., 2010). Upon retrieval, each hook rig was 
inspected and information pertaining to fish catches, bait 
(bait remaining, no bait), and hook loss resulting from 
bottom snags was recorded. All fish caught were identified 
to species prior to release.

Data analysis

A total of 64 (n = 32) video system deployments and 
768 (n = 384 per site) hook rig drops were made during 
the study period. Estimates of CPUE (hereafter referred 
to as hook-and-line CPUE) for black sea bass sampled 
with hook-and-line gear were calculated as the number 
of fish caught per 3 min drop of a 3 hook rig. Values 
were averaged across the three fishers to obtain a single 
hook-and-line CPUE value corresponding to each video 
system deployment (n = 32 for each site; n = 8 per day).

First, the precision of untransformed estimates of 
MeanCount (hereafter referred to as video CPUE) and 
hook-and-line CPUE were compared using the relative 

Fig. 2. (A)  Unbaited video system outfitted with a central Canon 
FS-30 camcorder and 3 GoPro Hero 1 HD cameras 
used to sample black sea bass from 4 July to 3 Au-
gust 2012 at 2 sites in the Mid-Atlantic. Two (i.e. 
right facing, backward facing) of the GoPro Hero 1 
HD cameras are not visible. (B) Still video image 
showing an example of sand habitat with two vis-
ible black sea bass observed at site 1 (C) and hard 
bottom habitat with rocks, outcroppings, sea whip 
corals, and visible black sea bass observed at site 2.

A. 

B. 

C. 
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standard error [(RSE = Standard error/mean) * 100; 
equation obtained from Newman et al., 1997)]. Second, 
relationships between untransformed video CPUE and 
hook-and-line CPUE and cloud cover (%) and current 
velocity (m s-1) were examined with Spearman’s rank 
correlation tests (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995). Third, we used 
least squares regression analysis to examine whether the 
relationship between video CPUE and hook-and-line 
CPUE estimates was linear or non-linear (Bacheler et al., 
2013a). Prior to any analyses, data were checked for 
normality and variance homogeneity and log-transformed 
by taking the base 10 logarithm of the variable (video 
CPUE; hook-and-line CPUE) + 1 (i.e., log10[X + 1]); 
we added 1 to video CPUE and hook-and-line CPUE 
estimates because the data contained some values of 0 
for both variables. Log-transformations of the data were 
used to meet the normality and variance homogeneity 
assumptions of the least squares regression and other 
parametric statistics when used (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995; 
Cullen and Stevens, 2017). The relationship between 
log10-transformed estimates of video CPUE and hook-
and-line CPUE were examined using data for each site 
individually (n = 32) and pooled (n = 64) (Kulbicki, 
1988; von Szalay et al., 2007). Further, the relationship 
between log10-transformed estimates of video CPUE and 
hook-and-line CPUE averaged by site and date (n = 8) was 
also examined. First, we assessed whether the relationship 
between log10-transformed estimates of video CPUE and 
hook-and-line CPUE was nonlinear with the quadratic 
model log10(hook-and-line CPUE + 1) = a + b * log10(video 
CPUE + 1) + c * log10(video CPUE+ 1)2 where a is the y 
intercept and b, and c are constants. Here, if the c param-
eter was found to be significantly different (P <0.05) from 
0, we concluded that there was evidence of a non-linear 
relationship between log10-transformed estimates of video 
CPUE and hook-and-line CPUE (Bacheler et al., 2013b). 
If the c parameter was found to not differ significantly from 
0, a linear model with the form log10(hook-and-line CPUE 
+ 1) = a + b * log10(video CPUE + 1) was fitted to the data. 
The assumptions of normality, variance homogeneity, and 
autocorrelation were checked for model validation. All 
models were fitted using the stats package (R Core Team, 
2018) in RStudio, vers. 1.1.442 (RStudio Team, 2018).

Lastly, linear mixed-effects models were used to test for 
differences in estimates of video CPUE between sampling 
sites and estimates of hook-and-line CPUE between 
sampling sites (Cullen and Stevens, 2017). Models 
included log10-transformed video CPUE (i.e. log10[video 
CPUE + 1]) or log10-transformed hook-and-line CPUE 
(i.e. log10[hook-and-line CPUE + 1]) as the response 
variable, site as a fixed effect, and sampling date as a 
random effect because multiple non-independent video 
system deployments and hook rig drops were conducted 

on each sampling date. Linear mixed-effects models 
were fitted with restricted maximum likelihood using the 
‘nlme’ (Pinheiro et al., 2018) package in RStudio (RStudio 
Team, 2018). Analysis of variance was used to extract the 
F values and Wald test P values for the fixed effect (i.e. 
sampling site) (Cullen and Stevens, 2017).

Results

In total, black sea bass were observed on videos obtained 
from 60 (93.8%) of the 64 video system deployments 
(site 1 = 30, site 2 = 30) while at least 1 black sea bass was 
caught during 359 (46.7%) of the 768 [site 1 = 85 (22.1%), 
site 2 = 274 (71.4%)] hook rig drops. The frequency of 
videos collected during video system deployments with 0 
observations of black sea bass, corresponding to hook rig 
drops with 1 or more black sea bass caught, was 0 for both 
site 1 and site 2, respectively. Conversely, the frequency of 
hook rig drops with 0 black sea bass caught, corresponding 
to videos with 1 or more black sea bass observations, was 
3 for site 1 and 24 for site 2.

The total number of black sea bass caught with hook-and-
line gear at site 1 and site 2 was 124 and 421, respectively. 
Other species caught with hook-and-line gear included 
bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix; n = 18) and summer 
flounder (Paralichthys dentatus; n = 2).

Estimates of video CPUE and hook-and-line CPUE were 
variable by site and date but were generally greater for site 
2 (Fig. 3A, 3B). Values of MaxN, noted for each video 
deployment, also varied by site and date and ranged from 0 
to 14 fish (mean ± standard error = 2.906 ± 0.486) for site 1 
and 0 to 16 fish (mean ± standard error = 4.906 ± 0.618) for 
site 2 (Fig 3A, 3B); MaxN data were not considered further 
for analyses. Comparably, untransformed video CPUE 
estimates had greater variances and lower precision than 
those of untransformed hook-and-line CPUE (Table 1). 
Cloud cover (%) values ranged from 0 to 90% (mean ± 
SD = 17.375 ± 21.511%) for site 1 and 0 to 75% for site 2 
(mean ± SD = 25.156 ± 27.104%), while current velocity 
(m s-1) ranged from 0.050 to 0.300 m s-1 (mean ± SD = 
0.319 ± 0.096 m s-1) and 0.049 to 0.178 m s-1 (mean ± 
SD = 0.087 ± 0.032 m s-1) for site 1 and 2, respectively. 
The Spearman’s rank correlation analyses produced a 
significant correlation between video CPUE estimates and 
cloud cover (ρ = -0.268; P < 0.05) but not current velocity 
(ρ = -0.062, P > 0.05) while hook-and-line CPUE was not 
significantly correlated with cloud cover (ρ = -0.091, P > 
0.05) or current velocity (ρ = -0.227, P > 0.05).

Evidence of a non-linear relationship, indicated by a sig-
nificant P value for the c parameter, between video CPUE 
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and hook-and-line CPUE estimates was found only for site 
1 data (quadratic model; parameter estimate ± standard 
error, a = 1.279 ± 0.478, b = -0.767 ± 0.299, c = 0.159 ± 
0.030; P <0.05, R2= 0.199) (Fig. 4). Positive linear relation-
ships were found for the site 2 data (linear model; slope 
± standard error = 0.149 ± 0.056, P = 0.093, R2 = 0.091), 
pooled data (site 1 + site 2; linear model; slope ± standard 
error = 0.223 ± 0.099, P = 0.028, R2 = 0.075), and data 
averaged by site and date (linear model; slope ± standard 
error = 0.867 ± 0.308, P = 0.031, R2 = 0.569) (Fig. 4).

The linear mixed-effects models indicated that only 
estimates of log10-transformed hook-and-line CPUE were 
significantly different between sites (Table 2; Fig. 5). The 
variance for the residuals and standard error of the random 
effects around the population intercept were small for both 
models. The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC = 
[Intercept SE] / [Intercept SE + Residual variance]; Zurr 
et al., 2009) denoted the presence of low to intermediate 
correlations between video CPUE and hook-and-line 
CPUE values from the same sampling days (Table 2).

Discussion

This study is the first to use underwater video and hook-
and-line gears for sampling C. striata simultaneously 
in Mid-Atlantic coastal waters. In general, our results 
indicated that abundance estimates for black sea bass 
sampled with underwater video and hook-and-line gears 
differed between sampling sites with different types of 
bottom habitat. We chose two sampling locations, one 
unstructured site with sand, shell, gravel, and cobbles 
and another structured site with a mixture of habitat types 
ranging from sand to boulders and rocky outcroppings 
colonized with emergent epifauna, and presumed that 
higher black sea bass densities would be associated 
with greater habitat complexity. Both underwater video 
and hook-and-line gears produced higher video CPUE 
and hook-and-line CPUE estimates at site 2 with more 
complex bottom habitat. This result is not unexpected 
as higher richness and diversity of reef fish have been 
reported for habitats with greater complexity (e.g. 
Schobernd and Sedberry, 2009; Bacheler et al., 2013a). 
In the Mid-Atlantic, higher abundances of fish including 
black sea bass have been reported to correlate with greater 
coverage by the sea whip L. virgulata on artificial reefs 
(Schweitzer and Stevens, 2019). However, little informa-
tion on the types and intricacies of natural black sea bass 
habitats has been documented. Even so, Fabrizio et al. 
(2013) examined seasonal habitat associations of black 
sea bass in a temperate site off the coast of New Jersey 
and found that fish preferred relatively shallow areas with 
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the mean across counts in a sample of frames from 
a video) and hook-and-line catch per unit of effort 
(hook-and-line CPUE; catch per angler per drop of 
a 3 hook rig) estimates for black sea bass sampled 
with underwater video and hook-and-line gears, 
respectively, from 4 July to 3 August 2012 at 2 sites 
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CPUE and hook-and-line CPUE estimates were 
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Note scales of y-axes differ.
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coarse materials including gravel, rocks, and outcrop-
pings over deeper (>27.5 m) areas and those with finer 
sediments. Additionally, black sea bass numbers increased 
as bottom complexity increased. Our results and those of 
Fabrizo et al. (2013) suggest that more intricate habitats 
in the Mid-Atlantic may support larger numbers of black 
sea bass. Accordingly, further inshore studies examining 
the use of underwater video or hook-and-line gears for 
sampling black sea bass in the Mid-Atlantic should be 
focused in areas with greater habitat complexity.

In most cases, positive linear relationships between video 
CPUE and hook-and-line CPUE estimates were found, 
however, values of video CPUE were more variable and 
less precise than those for hook-and-line CPUE for both 
sites and the pooled site data. This result could be due 
to our sampling approach. First, because sampling with 
hook-and-line gear required the use of bait, simultaneous 
sampling with underwater video gear may have attracted 
fish to or away from the video system during any given 
deployment (Bacheler et al., 2017). This could have 
resulted in more variability in video CPUE values among 
subsequent samples. Second, although both methods 
were conducted simultaneously, the use of underwater 
video gear involved deploying the video system at a 
fixed location while sampling with hook-and-line gear 
included hook rig drops while drifting over a site. Before 
each video system deployment, the captain positioned the 
vessel over bottom habitat however it was not possible 
to control where the video system landed. Based on our 
videos, when the frame landed far from structure fewer 
black sea bass were observed than when it landed closer 
(Cullen and Stevens, 2017). The opposite occurred when 
fishing since we encountered fish as we drifted over the 

site. Though catch was not certain, the probability may 
have increased or decreased as we passed over different 
structures. Faster drifts over a site may have also limited 
the time that baits were on the bottom and available to fish. 
Additionally, the duration of sampling differed for the two 
gears as video system deployments were at least 30 min 
while the total time for 4 hook-and-line gear samples was 
~12 min. Hook rig drops were also constrained to three 
fish per angler while video counts were not restricted. 
We based our hook-and-line fishing trials on methods 
described in a study by Harms et al. (2010) in which five 
hook rig drops were made while drifting over various 
sampling locations. In our case, anchoring the vessel 
adjacent to the deployment location of the video system 
instead of drifting and fishing continuously for the same 
time interval as video system deployments may have pro-
duced estimates of hook-and-line CPUE that were more 
analogous to video CPUE values. Anchoring, however, 
may result in declining catches as fish are removed from 
the immediate area. Based on this, we recommend that 
hook-and-line sampling be conducted either while drift-
ing or anchoring and the resulting hook-and-line CPUE 
estimates be compared to video CPUE values collected 
over the same time interval. In the case of anchoring the 
vessel, the underwater video system should be deployed 
for 30-min or more prior to sampling with hook-and-line 
gear to reduce the likelihood of removing fish from the 
area and out of the view of the cameras.

There were some limitations to our sampling approach that 
may have influenced our results. First, the simultaneous 
use of the two gears for sampling black sea bass likely 
impaired the sampling independence of each gear. For ex-
ample, the bait used during hook-and-line sampling could 

Table 1.  Mean, standard error (SE), variance (Var), and relative standard error (RSE) for untransformed estimates of video CPUE 
(i.e. MeanCount; the mean across counts in sample of frames from a video) and untransformed estimates of hook-and-line 
catch per unit of effort (hook-and-line CPUE; catch per angler per drop of a 3 hook rig) for black sea bass (Centropristis 
striata) sampled by underwater video and hook-and-line gears, respectively, from 4 July to 3 August 2012 at 2 sites in the 
Mid-Atlantic.

Gear type Sampling site Mean SE Var RSE

Video CPUE Site 1 0.554 0.153 0.747 27.580

Site 2 0.904 0.148 0.698 16.329

Pooled (site 1 + site 2) 0.729 0.152 0.742 20.885

Hook-and-line CPUE Site 1 0.323 0.067 0.142 20.688

Site 2 1.094 0.072 0.166 6.587

 Pooled (site 1 + site 2) 0.708 0.097 0.303 13.735
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have easily attracted fish away from the video system 
during deployments (Bacheler et al., 2017). Conversely, 
fish may have been attracted away from the bait to the 
video system during deployments if individuals viewed 
the structure of the video system as an additional or new 
source of habitat (Cullen and Stevens, 2017). Second, 

we observed several factors that affected the ability of 
both gears to sample black sea bass. The daily variation 
observed (Fig. 3A, 3B) for both video CPUE and hook-
and-line CPUE, could partly be related to environmental 
factors. Current velocity, which may affect fish swimming 
behavior around the camera frame (Gerstner, 1998) as well 
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as the exposure time of bait on the bottom while fishing 
(Harms et al., 2010), was negatively correlated with video 
CPUE and hook-and-line CPUE though neither correlation 
was significant. However, the success of hook-and-line 
sampling was occasionally (~15% of hook rig drops) 
affected by water current velocity and surface winds 
as we drifted over a given sampling site. Faster water 
currents and stronger winds caused the vessel to drift at 
higher rates which reduced the bottom exposure time of 
the bait thereby resulting in lower catches during some 
hook rig drops. Conversely, video CPUE estimates were 
influenced more by cloud cover as indicated by the weak 
significant negative correlation between video CPUE 
and cloud cover. At the depths we sampled (29 to 31 m), 
cloud cover can decrease the amount of natural light 
that reaches the bottom (Cullen and Stevens, 2017). For 
deployments with cloud cover greater than 50% (n = 3), 
visibility and the range of observable area around the 
camera frame was slightly reduced by ~2 m. However, it 
did not affect our ability to correctly identify and count 
black sea bass or to identify the types of bottom habitat 
appearing in the camera field-of-view. The variable pattern 
in counts between successive sampling days may also 
be related to tides and/or lunar cycle as these factors 
have been found to have an influence on the catch rates 
and behavior of a variety of species (e.g. Arendt et al., 
2001; Poisson et al., 2010). A preliminary examination 

of video CPUE and hook-and-line CPUE plotted against 
tidal data for the sampling period revealed no discernible 
relationships. Further, additional mechanisms, including 
the behavioural response of fish to vessel noise as well 
as changes in diel fish activity patterns may influence the 
performance of both gears (Willis et al., 2006; De Robertis 
and Handegard, 2013). Moreover, size selectivity of hooks 
and density dependent competition for baited hooks may 
also have an effect on estimates of hook-and-line CPUE 
(Ralston, 1990; Millar and Willis, 1999; Kuriyama et al., 
2019). Overall, failure to find strong correlations between 
counts and environmental factors (i.e. cloud cover, current 
velocity) may be due to the short duration of our study 
and small sample sizes. For that reason, further sampling 
is needed over a longer time period to truly evaluate the 
influence of environmental variables including lunar cycle 
on black sea bass CPUE estimates obtained from both 
underwater video and hook-and-line sampling.

In this study, we used a video counting method that 
estimated the average number of fish (i.e. MeanCount) 
observed in a series of video frames over a 30 min period 
of video (i.e. 60 single frames were sampled systemati-
cally, one every 30 s for 30 min of video). In recent years, 
the MeanCount metric has been used as an estimate of 
reef fish abundance in several studies conducted in the 
Mid- and Southeast Atlantic continental shelf regions of 

Table 2.  Results of linear mixed-effects models used to compare estimates of video CPUE (i.e. MeanCount; the 
mean across counts in sample of frames from a video) and hook-and-line catch per unit of effort (hook-and-
line CPUE; catch per angler per drop of a 3 hook rig) for black sea bass (Centropristis striata) sampled by 
underwater video and hook-and-line gears, respectively, from 4 July to 3 August 2012 at 2 sites in the Mid-
Atlantic. The standard deviation (SD) for the random effect (Date) represents the variance for each sampling 
date around the common intercept. Video CPUE and hook-and-line CPUE data were log10-transformed (by 
taking a logarithm of the variable + 1; i.e., log10[video CPUE + 1], log10[hook-and-line CPUE + 1]) before 
analysis to help meet the assumptions of the models. The interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) represents 
the correlation of observations from the same sampling date.

Gear type  Variable effect type Parameter df F value P value

Video CPUE Fixed effects Intercept 1, 56 36.811 <0.001

Site 1, 6 2.062 0.201
Random effects Date SD 0.005

Residuals Variance 0.024

ICC 0.191

Hook-and-line CPUE Fixed effects Intercept 1, 56 55.600 <0.001

Site 1, 6 13.326 0.011
Random effects Date SD 0.006

Residuals Variance 0.005

 ICC 0.552
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the United States (e.g. Bacheler et al., 2013a; Bacheler 
and Shertzer, 2015; Bacheler et al., 2016; Bacheler et al., 
2017; Cullen and Stevens, 2017). While the use of MaxN 
(i.e. highest count of individuals of a species observed 
at a single point during a video segment) is more com-
monly documented in the literature, we chose MeanCount 
because it was reported by Schobernd et al. (2014) to 
have similar variation to MaxN and scale linearly with 
changes in true abundance. In addition, Schobernd et al. 
(2104) found that MaxN had an asymptotic relationship 
with true abundance and its use may result in abundance 
estimates that are biased downward for fish populations 
with increasing abundance or upward for fish populations 
with decreasing abundance. Oppositely, a comparison 
of the two metrics by Campbell et al. (2015) found that 
MeanCount had lower precision than MaxN and underes-
timated the proportion of positive abundance estimates for 
eight species of reef fish in the Gulf of Mexico. However, 
Campbell et al. (2015) did find evidence of a linear 
relationship between MeanCount and true abundance 
and a non-linear relationship between MaxN and true 
abundance using individual based models that simulated 
fish spatial movements. To address the non-linearity, the 
authors concluded that the relationship between MaxN 
and abundance may become linear if the area viewed 
by the cameras is expanded to cover a wider spatial area 
around the video system. Additionally, Campbell et al. 
(2015) suggested that, if multiple cameras are attached 
to the system, synced, and their videos viewed at the 
same time, a linear relationship between MaxN and true 
abundance could be obtained. In our study, we selected 
videos from a single camera for counting fish in order to 
estimate MeanCount values. Though we did make a note 
of MaxN for each video, the values were not included 
in the data analyses because we did not count fish from 
the entire area surrounding the video system. Therefore, 
we concluded that MeanCount was the better metric 
to use for our data since MaxN may not have shared a 
linear relationship with black sea bass abundance at each 
sampling site. However, we do believe the accuracy and 
precision of the two metrics for counting and estimating 
the abundance of black sea bass on inshore habitats should 
be evaluated in the Mid-Atlantic at various locations with 
different population densities (Stobart et al., 2015). Future 
studies employing underwater video sampling methods for 
the species should utilize multiple synchronized cameras 
that view a wider region around the video system so that 
both metrics could be estimated correctly for comparison. 
Their values could also be compared further with other 
CPUE indices obtained from hook-and-line and/or fish 
trap sampling (Harvey et al., 2012).

In conclusion, our results indicated that both gear types 
were capable of sampling the same depths and were 
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(A) MeanCount and (B) catch per unit of effort for 
site 1 and site 2, respectively.
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able to detect differences in abundance estimates over a 
small temporal and spatial scale though each had its own 
advantages and limitations with regard to sampling black 
sea bass. For example, our single unbaited video system 
was simple and relatively inexpensive to build, easy to 
deploy and haul from depth, needed little maintenance or 
attention while sampling, and provided a way to obtain 
direct video observations of fish behavior and bottom 
habitats. However, processing videos and recording fish 
observations in the laboratory was time consuming and 
required large amounts data storage space. In contrast, 
sampling with hook-and-line gear was easy to implement 
with low-cost equipment and produced less variable 
abundance estimates but required fresh bait and multiple 
individuals to sample and record catch information. 
Hook-and-line sampling also afforded the option of col-
lecting fish size information and biological samples but 
occasionally caused mortality due to deep hooking and/or 
barotrauma (Bugley and Shepherd, 1991). Considering the 
strengths of each gear type, it is recommended that both 
be used in combination when sampling black sea bass on 
a range of inshore habitats. Similarly, the sampling limita-
tions of each gear, including the effects of cloud cover 
and current velocity, provide further evidence that their 
combined use for sampling black sea bass is warranted. 
Underwater video could overcome the effects of decreased 
bottom exposure time of bait due to increased current 
velocity or wind speed during hook-and-line sampling. In 
contrast, hook-and-line sampling could provide estimates 
of CPUE when cloud cover or water turbidly limits bottom 
lighting and visibility during video system deployments. 
However, despite the benefits of combined sampling, 
additional studies are needed to evaluate the sampling 
efficiencies of both gear types over greater temporal and 
spatial scales to determine if either could be employed 
as a survey tool for assessing black sea bass abundance 
in Mid-Atlantic waters. With larger sample sizes, future 
studies could evaluate the power of each gear’s ability to 
detect changes (e.g. minimum % change, effect size % 
increase or decrease) in CPUE estimates over space and 
time as well as between locations with different bottom 
habitats (Willis et al., 2003; Bennett et al., 2009; Harvey 
et al., 2012).
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Abstract 

Simulation-based assessment tools coupled with large-scale and consistent monitoring efforts contribute 
to the overall success of the Atlantic sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus; ASC) fishery on the North 
American east coast. However, data from the Northern Gulf of Maine (NGOM) are usually excluded 
from the assessment because limited monitoring effort and an overall lack of information regarding 
the growth of ASCs in this region have led to large uncertainty of fine-scale dynamics. The objectives 
of this study are to determine if ASC growth varies spatially and/or temporally across the NGOM and 
if the variation in growth can be explained in part by variability in bottom temperature and bottom 
salinity. To achieve these objectives, ASC shells have been continually collected through a partnership 
between the University of Maine and Maine Department of Marine Resources since 2006. Individualistic 
ASC length-at-age curves are developed to evaluate small and large scale spatio-temporal variabilities. 
In comparison to ASC growth on Georges Bank and in Southern New England, it appears that ASCs 
in the NGOM are growing at a similar rate yet have the potential to grow to a larger size. No clear 
spatio-temporal trends in ASC growth are identified in the NGOM. However, our analysis reveals that 
bottom temperature and bottom salinity may be influencing inter-annual variabilities and contribute 
to growth rate differences seen between locations and years. This may imply changes in ASC growth 
in the future with increasing warming in the Gulf of Maine. 

Keywords: Atlantic sea scallop, Environmental drivers, Gulf of Maine, Von Bertalanffy growth 
parameters 

Introduction

The Atlantic sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus; 
ASC) is a historically important commercial bivalve 
on the North American east coast. In the United States, 
ASCs are harvested from Cape Hatteras, North Carolina 
to Cobscook Bay, Maine (Hart and Chute, 2004). ASC 
biomass (in metric tons of meat) has more than doubled 
in the last decade over their range (NEFSC 2018) and 
ASCs are not overfished and overfishing is not occurring 
(NEFSC, 2018). This is due largely to extant and detailed 
approaches used to manage this fishery on a large-scale 
level. Techniques have been developed that allow for 

population-wide simulations under different fishing sce-
narios to determine catch limits per area for consecutive 
years (Rheuban et al., 2018; NEFSC, 2018). However, 
areas like the Northern Gulf of Maine (NGOM) are usually 
excluded from these predictive models because of lack 
of information regarding the growth of ASCs in these re-
gions. More southern areas such as Georges Bank (GBK) 
and the Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB) are high-production 
fishing grounds for this species and so the bulk of knowl-
edge concerning ASC growth rates has been from samples 
collected from these areas (Hart and Chute, 2009a; Hart 
and Chute, 2009b; Mann and Rudders, 2019). 
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A scallop is a bivalve mollusk, having two hardened 
calcium carbonate structures connected by a hinge and 
a large adductor muscle (Fig. 1). Unlike exoskeletal ani-
mals that shed their outer layers during a molt, scallops 
must expand their shell as they grow (Marin and Luquet, 
2004). Because of this, they must constantly be laying 
down new material. This new material (in the form of the 
aforementioned calcium carbonate) is set in place on the 
outer edges of shells, resulting in ring formation much 
like trees (Hart and Chute, 2009a; Hart and Chute, 2009b). 
This growth allows for simple calculation of length-at-age 
curves (a.k.a. growth curves). The rings are formed due 
to seasonal changes in growth rates; with shell formation 
being faster in the warmer months and slower in the colder 
months (Côté et al., 1993; Harris and Stokesbury, 2006; 
Hart and Chute, 2009a; Hart and Chute, 2009b), forming 
a single ring per year of growth. This is due to the direct 
effect that environmental variables (such as temperature 
and salinity) have on the metabolism of the animals (Côté 
et al., 1993). Many studies have demonstrated linkages 
between the rate of ASC growth and environmental condi-
tions such as temperature, salinity, and depth (MacDonald 
and Thompson, 1985a; MacDonald and Thompson, 
1985b; Thouzeau et al., 1991; Harris and Stokesbury, 
2006; Hart and Chute, 2009a; Chute et al., 2012), yet 
few studies have looked at the spatiotemporal variation 
of these effects at finer spatial scales than large marine 
ecosystems (LMEs) such as GBK and the MAB. 

Climate change is causing the NGOM ecosystem to 
warm at an accelerated rate compared with a majority of 
the world’s oceans; with an average-per-year increasing 
temperature of 0.026˚C (Pershing et al., 2015). Bottom 
temperature and bottom salinity fluctuate around yearly 
means as seasons change, but these yearly means for both 
variables are rising in the face of climate change (Persh-

ing et al., 2015; Saba et al., 2016). This means that ASC 
growth has the potential to change as well. If it can be 
understood how these environmental variables affect ASC 
growth in the NGOM, it can be inferred if and how their 
growth will change into the future.

Understanding spatiotemporal variation in growth is 
important for the management of any marine resource, 
especially those in an environment experiencing rapid 
environmental changes (Maunder and Piner, 2015). Mann 
and Rudders (2019) stated the importance of understand-
ing age/length structures to inform the current assessment 
model for ASCs in GBK and the MAB, referring to using 
this information to enhance the current understanding 
of ASC recruitment and mortality. Assuming incorrect 
growth structures can lead to large effects on stock as-
sessment outcomes and incorrect management advice 
(Maunder and Piner, 2015). Little is known about the 
NGOM LME as it pertains to ASC growth, accentuat-
ing the increased likelihood of wrongly assumed growth 
parameters. Most information about NGOM ASC growth 
comes from a singular study by Truesdell (2014), wherein 
growth is analyzed across different spatial zones in the 
NGOM. In short, Truesdell (2014) concluded that NGOM 
scallops grow to larger sizes, yet grow slower than scal-
lops in GBK and the MAB. This study, however, only 
addresses spatial differences in growth and spatial effects 
of environmental variables.

The objectives of this study were to 1) Determine if ASC 
growth varies spatially and/or temporally across the four 
management zones in the NGOM (Fig. 2) and 2) Deter-
mine if variation in ASC growth in these areas and across 
years can be explained in part by bottom temperature and 
bottom salinity. To achieve these objectives, von Bertal-
lanfy growth parameters for multiple locations and age 

Fig. 1.  An ASC top shell (left) and bottom shell (right) with important features labelled. Growth rings are 
outlined for this three year old specimen. 
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classes are determined using methods from Hart and Chute 
(2009a) and growth increment data is used in multiple 
regression analyses to determine relative influence of 
environmental factors bottom temperature and bottom 
salinity as well as spatial (latitude and longitude) and 
time-varying (year of growth) factors. This same process 
to determine spatiotemporal variation and influence of 
environmental factors can be applied to many bivalve 
species whose historical size-at-age is determinable from 
their shells or for fish species who have reliable otolith 
size to fish length relationships. 

Methods

Study Area

The NGOM management area (Fig. 2) is the most north-
ern extent of the United States’ ASC stock. This area is 
managed on smaller scales: namely inshore (<3 nautical 
miles (nm) from shore) and offshore (>3nm from shore). 
The inshore NGOM is split into three distinct management 
sections: Zone 1 (commonly referred to as the Western 
Gulf of Maine), Zone 2 (commonly referred to as the 
Eastern Gulf of Maine), and Zone 3 (Cobscook Bay; 

Fig. 2), with each zone having slightly different manage-
ment techniques, but the same management entity: the 
Maine Department of Marine Resources (MDMR). The 
offshore NGOM (referred to here as management zone 
4) is treated as a single large unit and is managed jointly 
at both state and federal levels (by MDMR and the New 
England Fishery Management Council). 

The NGOM is characterized as having fluctuating yearly 
temperatures and salinities, influenced by a combination 
of the warm and salty North-bound Gulf Stream and the 
colder, less salty South-bound Labrador Current (Durbin 
et al., 2003; Wanamaker et al., 2008). Additionally, year 
to year variations are also present in these variables due to 
changing ratios of incoming water masses due to climate 
change (Mills et al., 2013; Pershing et al., 2015), resulting 
in higher observed temperatures and salinities. 

Ageing and Growth Modelling

A partnership between the University of Maine and the 
MDMR has been responsible for collecting ASC shells 
from the study area since 2006 which are subsequently 
stored at the University of Maine until they are aged. 
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Fig. 2. The Northern Gulf of Maine (management zone 4; grey) with management zones 1–3 colored red, blue, and green, 
respectively. Black dots represent locations where scallops were collected over the entire survey.
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Part of these shells were utilized for Truesdell’s (2014) 
analyses, but the sample size has been greatly improved 
in recent years with additional samples being collected 
from broader areas in the NGOM.

Aging of shells followed methods from Hart and Chute 
(2009a). Each shell is measured from the apex (center of 
the hinge; Fig. 1) to each consecutive ring, producing a 
number of data points for each scallop as there are visible 
rings. The number of rings, though, is not always indica-
tive of absolute age, however. The first two years of growth 
of an ASC are not as predictable or uniform as from two 
years onward. Because of this, the one-year growth ring 
or the two-year growth ring may be the first visible ring. 
Agers are taught how to infer which year the first visible 
ring corresponds to based on typical shell size-at-age, as 
well as which rings are actual growth rings, and which are 
false rings caused by stress (additionally, each new person 
introduced to the project partakes in a trial period to make 
sure their ageing technique does not produce measure-
ments statistically dissimilar from previous agers). The 
differences between these data points is what is known as 
incremental growth. Fabens (1965) has modified the von 
Bertallanfy growth function to model this particular type 
of growth data. The function is as follows:

   L  t+1   = exp (   − K )   ×  L  t   +  L  ∞   ×  (  1 – exp (   − K )   )        (1)

where Lt is the length at time t, Lt+1 is the length at time t+1, 
L∞ is the theoretical asymptotic maximum size at which 
length approaches, and K is the Brody growth coefficient. 

Following Hart and Chute (2009a), L∞ and K were found 
for each individual ASC via the Ford-Walford method, 
in which L∞ and K are found from a linear fit of all Lt 
and Lt+1 pairs for each individual with at least 3 growth 
rings (the same cutoff used by Hart and Chute, 2009a). 
Once L∞ and K values were found for each individual, 
population values for each Zone (1, 2, and 3) as well as 
for offshore waters were established. Additionally, the 
entire NGOM population was also split into year classes 
with sufficient sample sizes (1998–2010). These results 
could not be obtained from a regression of all data points 
in each group due to the possibility of large bias (Hart and 
Chute, 2009a). Nor could they be obtained simply from 
taking an average of all individual values for L∞ and K for 
the same reason. Thus, following the methods outlined by 
Hart and Chute (2009a), 

   m  i   = exp (   −  K  i   )    (2)

   b  i   =  L  ∞,i   ×  (  1 −  m  i   )    (3)

representing the slope and intercept of each individual’s 
Lt+1 vs Lt plot respectively, were obtained (with Ki and L∞,i 
representing the K and L∞ of individual i). Additionally, m 
= mean(mi) and b = mean(bi), representing the population 
slope and population intercept respectively, were calcu-
lated. Letting αi and βi represent the deviations of each mi 
from m and each bi from b, respectively, the equations for 
approximating population L∞ and K values are as follows 
(Hart and Chute, 2009a):

  L  ∞   ≅   b _ 1 − m   +   1 _   (  1 − m )     2    ×  (  
b × Var (    α  i   )  

 _ 1 − m   + Cov (    α  i  ,  β  i   )  )  (4)

 K ≅ − ln (m) +   
Var (    α  i   )  

 _ 2 ×  m   2    (5)

with Var(αi) and Cov(αi,βi), being the variance of αi and 
covariance of αi and βi, respectively. Additionally, the 
standard errors (σ) of L∞ and K were approximated as 
(Hart and Chute, 2009a):

  σ   L  ∞     ≅  L  ∞  2   ×  (  
 σ  b  

2 
 _  b   2    +   

 σ  m  2  
 _   (  1 − m )     2    +   

 2 × σ  b   ×  σ  m   × ρ
 ___________ b ×  (  1 − m )    )  (6)

  σ  k   ≅   
 σ  m  

 _ m   (7)

with σL∞, σK, σb, and σm representing the standard errors 
of L∞, K, b, and m respectively. All calculations were 
completed using R software (version 3.4.1). All R scripts 
used in modelling and analyses can be made available 
upon request.

Modelling Environmental Effects

L∞ and K cannot be associated with a particular year, only 
a location (they are constant throughout an individual 
scallop’s life). Thus, these values cannot be matched to 
any time-dependent environmental covariates. Because 
of these limitations, a different response variable had 
to be chosen for regression testing. The variable chosen 
was the change in length from one ring to the next: the 
growth over the course of a time-step in millimeters: 
Δmm. Because ASCs are sedentary after their spat stage 
(before 1 year old), each Δmm can be associated with a 
location (latitude and longitude), a time (year of growth), 
and by extension, abiotic variables associated with those 
locations and averaged over that year. The variables used 
in this study were bottom temperature (Figs. 3 and 4) and 
bottom salinity (Fig. 5). Additionally, because Δmm var-
ies widely between age classes, separate regression tests 
were conducted for each, allowing for any age-specific 
environmental interactions to be explored. 
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Fig. 3.  Average yearly bottom temperature over the study region 1997-2013. Temperature values are in degrees Celsius. 

Bottom temperature and bottom salinity data were 
obtained from University of Massachusetts (UMass) 
Dartmouth School for Marine Science and Technology 
(SMAST)’s Finite Volume Community Ocean Model 
(FVCOM). This geophysical model has been shown to 
have reliable performance in predicting bottom water 
parameters at fixed locations called stations, especially 
for well-stratified areas like the NGOM (Li et al., 2017). 
For each ASC, an average bottom temperature and salinity 
was obtained for each year of its growth. If the location 
of the tow was within ½ kilometer (km) of a FVCOM 
station, then the closest station was used to determine 

the abiotic conditions at the tow location. If no FVCOM 
station existed within ½ km radius, then the average of 
all FVCOM stations within a 1 km by 1 km grid centered 
on the tow location was used as a proxy. 

Correlation coefficient calculation and variance inflation 
factor (VIF) tests were used to determine which combi-
nations of predictor variables could be used together to 
have reliable regression output. Correlation coefficient 
values outside the range of (-0.5, 0.5) for a correlation 
coefficient meant those variables could not be used in the 
same test due to high collinearity. VIF values greater than 
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10 represent high multi-collinearity and do not allow for 
those variables to be used together in the same regression 
(O’brien 2007). These methods were used in tandem: 
correlation coefficients for all combinations of two fac-
tors were calculated and then VIF tests were conducted 
on all factor combinations used in regressions. This was 
done as to assume high robustness in factor selection for 
regression testing. 

Three different types of regression testing were conducted 
on each combination of factors that passed the two-step 
process above: linear regression (LR), boosted regression 
trees (BRT), and generalized additive models (GAMs). 
Model selection was based on root mean squared error 
(RMSE) and Akaike information criterion (AIC). Addi-
tionally, in an effort to further explore patterns in temporal 
trends, an additional six regression tests were run for each 
age class with year of growth as the only predictor variable 
only for ASCs from Cobscook Bay. The intent of these 
six models was to see if temporal trends could be more 
readily determinable if spatial differences were ignored. 

Results

Spatial Differences in Growth Parameters L∞ and K 

Final L∞ and K spatial values with associated standard 
errors are presented in Tables 1 and 2. L∞ was statistically 
different in the NGOM compared to Georges Bank (GB) 
and the Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB) (One-way Anova 
test: F(2, 9030) = 654.54, p < 0.01, Tukey’s post hoc: all 
p < 0.01), with an apparent increasing trend in L∞ with 
increasing latitude (Table 1). K was statistically different 
in the NGOM compared to GB and the MAB (One-way 
Anova test: F(2, 9030) = 227.50, p < 0.01, Tukey’s post 
hoc: all p < 0.01), but no trend was apparent (Table 1). 
Data for GB scallops and MAB scallops were obtained 
from Truesdell (2014) and Hart and Chute (2009a). 
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Table 1.  Mean L∞ and K values with associated standard errors (SE) and sample sizes (n) for the Northern Gulf of Maine 
(NGOM), Georges Bank (GBK), and the Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB). 

L∞(mm) K(1/yr)

Area Mean SE Mean SE n

NGOM 154.05 0.58 0.45659 0.00384 2 647
GBK 143.9 0.23 0.427 0.00172 4 092
MAB 133.3 0.28 0.508 0.00271 2 294
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Within the NGOM, L∞ was statistically different in all 4 
management zones (One-way ANOVA test: F(3, 2643) 
= 146.02, p < 0.01, Tukey’s post hoc: all p < 0.01), with 
highest values in Zone 2 and lowest in Zone 3 (Table 2). 
K was statistically different across all three inshore zones, 
but Zone 4 was only statistically different from zones 1 
and 3 (One-way ANOVA test: F(3, 2643) = 67.89, p < 
0.01, Tukey’s post hoc: p < 0.01 for zone parings 1and2, 
1and3, 1andoffshore, 2and3, and 3andoffshore, p > 0.05 

for zone pairing 2andoffshore), with highest values in 
Zone 3 and lowest values in Zone 2 (Table 2). ASCs in 
Zone 1 appear to have the potential to grow to larger 
sizes than those in Zone 2, yet at a slower rate (Table 
2). Cobscook Bay scallops (Zone 3) grow very rapidly, 
but do not reach the large sizes they do in the rest of the 
NGOM. Additionally, offshore (Zone 4) ASCs tend to 
grow at similar rates to scallops in Zone 1.

Table 2.  Mean L∞ and K values with associated standard errors (SE) and sample sizes (n) for each of four management zones in 
the Northern Gulf of Maine. 

L∞(mm) K(1/yr)

Zone Mean SE Mean SE n

1 152.72 1.21 0.44656 0.00877 448
2 173.08 2.01 0.36869 0.00985 298
3 142.97 0.71 0.50646 0.00552 1262

1+2+3 150.3 0.63 0.47154 0.00437 2014
4 166.71 1.36 0.40203 0.00757 639

1+2+3+4 154.05 0.58 0.45659 0.00384 2647

Table 3.  Mean L∞ and K values with associated standard errors (SE) and sample sizes (n) for year classes of Atlantic sea scallops 
from 1998 to 2010. 

L∞(mm) K(1/yr)

Year Class Mean SE Mean SE n

2011 - - - - 2
2010 135.73 2.47 0.61338 0.03821 50
2009 132.73 2.01 0.59659 0.03372 36
2008 149.09 3.68 0.345 0.02594 19
2007 179.43 9.00 0.35026 0.04863 14
2006 155.47 1.75 0.47155 0.0144 111
2005 157.76 2.27 0.38128 0.01262 128

2004 169.36 3.48 0.30349 0.01446 80
2003 155.37 2.54 0.34145 0.01804 59
2002 154.02 3.41 0.27901 0.01909 22
2001 150.17 3.84 0.37391 0.04103 11
2000 140.10 2.23 0.49285 0.02046 79
1999 153.38 3.95 0.36228 0.0204 34
1998 166.09 5.83 0.35855 0.04746 17
1997 - - - - 3
All 154.05 0.58 0.45659 0.00384 2 647
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Temporal Differences in Growth Parameters L∞ and K

Final L∞ and K temporal values with associated standard 
errors are presented in Table 3. L∞ was statistically differ-
ent in most year classes than others, but with no discern-
able trend over the time series (One-way ANOVA test: 
F(12, 647) = 742.18, p < 0.01, Tukey’s post hoc results 
presented in Table 4). K was statistically different in some 
year classes than others, but with no discernable trend 

over the time series (One-way ANOVA test: F(12, 647) 
= 978.4075, p < 0.01, Tukey’s post hoc results presented 
in Table 5). 

Regression Model Selection

Correlation coefficients and VIF values (Tables 6 and 7, 
respectively) allowed for 14 unique combinations of 
predictor variables. LR could not capture the appropriate 

Table 6.  A correlation matrix of all predictor variables used in this study. Values denote the correlation coefficients of those predictor 
variable pairings. Any variable pair corresponding to a correlation coefficient outside the range of (-0.5, 0.5) were not used 
together in this study. Two pairings were outside this range: Latitude with Longitude and Latitude with Salinity. These 
combinations could not be used in the same regression analysis. Lat = Latitude, Lon = Longitude, Temp = Temperature, 
Sal = Salinity, Year = Year of Growth, ∆mm = change in scallop shell size from one year to the next: shown here only to 
determine the direction and strength of relationships with each predictor variable in regression testing. 

Year Lat Lon Temp Sal ∆mm

Year - -0.16 -0.11 -0.24  0.12 -0.19
Lat -0.16 -  0.95  0.19 -0.53  0.13
Lon -0.11  0.95 -  0.13 -0.37  0.11
Temp -0.24  0.19  0.13 - -0.11  0.19
Sal  0.12 -0.53 -0.37 -0.11 - -0.03
∆mm -0.19  0.13  0.11  0.19 -0.03 -

Table 7.  Variance inflation factors (VIF) of fourteen different combinations (rows) of abiotic variables used in the generalized 
additive models. Blank cells represent the absence of that variable in the combination. No VIF test was done on single 
parameter models or models with location interaction terms. 

Abiotic Factors

Year of Growth Latitude Longitude Temperature Salinity

1 1.07 - - 1.07 1.02
2 - - - 1.01 1.01
3 1.06 - - 1.06 -
4 1.01 - - - 1.01
5 1.07 1.05 - 1.09 -
6 1.03 1.03 - - -
7 - 1.04 - 1.04 -
8 1.07 - 1.18 1.07 1.17
9 - - 1.17 1.02 1.17

10 1.07 - 1.02 1.07 -
11 1.02 - 1.17 - 1.17
12 1.01 - 1.01 - -
13 - - 1.02 1.02 -
14 - - 1.16 - 1.16
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trends in the data available. Due to very poor fit, this 
regression type was rejected. BRT and GAM both well 
outperformed LR, with BRT usually having lower RMSE 
(Table 9) and AIC values (Table 13) when compared to 
GAM (Table 8 for RMSE and Table 12 for AIC). However, 
GAMs allowed for the additional testing of spatial interac-
tion terms more efficiently. Due to a general agreement in 
trends between BRT and GAM output, results from both 
types of regression testing are presented. Conclusions are 
made from both types of models. 

Nineteen BRTs were run for each of six ASC age classes 
(Tables 9, 11, and 13): totaling 114 regression outputs. 
Twenty-two GAMs were run for each of six age classes 
(Table 8, 10, and 12): totaling 132 regression outputs. 
This discrepancy again is the testing of spatial interac-

tions on single variables. An additional six GAMs were 
used to explore temporal trends in Cobscook Bay (see 
section 2.3). Neither GAMs nor BRTs are inherently and 
universally better than the other and model performance 
and fit depends on the data set (Martínez-Rincón et al., 
2012). This accentuates the importance of testing multiple 
methodologies for modelling different data sets. 

Results of Regression Analyses 

Deviances explained (DE) and AICs for all 114 BRTs in 
this study are presented in Tables 11 and 13, respectively. 
Highest DEs and lowest AICs usually coincided with each 
other (most being associated with the BRT with predic-
tor variables year of growth, temperature, salinity, and 
longitude), with the exception of age classes 3–4 and 5–6. 

Table 8.  Root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) values of different generalized additive models for combinations of abiotic variables 
and age class. Lat = Latitude, Lon = Longitude, Temp = Temperature, Sal = Salinity, Year = Year of Growth. Models sur-
rounded with ‘I()’ are treated as a single interaction term. 

Age Class

0-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7

Lat 9.30 8.28 5.80 4.89 4.38 3.69
Lon 9.21 8.16 5.75 4.92 4.32 3.52
Year/Temp/Sal 8.71 8.02 5.61 4.70 4.18 3.49
Temp/Sal 9.03 8.13 5.61 4.77 4.21 3.56
Year/Temp 9.10 8.25 5.69 4.94 4.30 3.67
Year/Sal 8.76 8.07 5.66 4.78 4.21 3.58
Year 9.18 8.39 5.77 5.00 4.31 3.80
Temp 9.58 8.46 5.69 5.04 4.42 3.85
Sal 9.23 8.19 5.80 4.88 4.23 3.64
Year/Temp/Lat 8.72 7.98 5.61 4.68 4.22 3.60
Year/Lat 8.77 8.10 5.69 4.76 4.29 3.62
Temp/Lat 9.13 8.14 5.61 4.74 4.35 3.65
Year/Temp/Sal/Lon 8.39 7.86 5.47 4.61 4.08 3.42
Temp/Sal/Lon 8.72 7.88 5.48 4.64 4.17 3.56
Year/Temp/Lon 8.66 7.93 5.57 4.75 4.21 3.47
Year/Sal/Lon 8.44 7.88 5.57 4.67 4.14 3.56
Year/Lon 8.64 7.99 5.69 4.76 4.27 3.49
Temp/Lon 9.06 7.99 5.57 4.76 4.25 3.50
Sal/Lon 8.92 7.98 5.64 4.73 4.18 3.49
I(Year/Lat/Lon) 8.44 7.76 5.53 4.73 4.34 3.40
I(Temp/Lat/Lon) 8.71 7.76 5.57 4.74 4.31 3.37
I(Sal/Lat/Lon) 8.71 7.69 5.55 4.69 4.11 3.40
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Even so, differences were not substantial. DEs and AICs 
for all 132 GAMs in this study are presented in Tables 10 
and 12, respectively. Highest DEs and lowest AICs usually 
coincided with each other (most being associated with the 
GAM with predictor variables year of growth, temperature, 
salinity, and longitude), with the exception of age classes 
2–3 and 6–7. Even so, differences were not substantial. 

DEs for BRTs were usually higher than those for GAMs. 
All DEs for GAMs were seemingly low; no DE surpassing 
27%. The same was true for BRTs, with no DE surpassing 
37%. Bottom temperature and salinity, therefore, are only 
capable of explaining at most 37% of the variance in ASC 
growth in the NGOM. Salinity alone explained more of the 
deviance in both types of models than temperature alone 
for all age classes, meaning ASCs in the NGOM appear 
to be affected more by salinity than by temperature. Con-
cerning only the GAMs, predictor variables that included 
an interaction with location (both latitude and longitude) 
highly outperformed their counterparts; the same variable 
without a location interaction. This means that both tem-

perature and salinity may affect ASC growth non-linearly 
over space and influences may vary by location. No clear 
trend was found to exist as a function of age class. The 
results of the correlation coefficient matrix (Table 6) seem 
to reveal that ∆mm has very weak positive relationships 
with each of the predictor variables except for year of 
growth and salinity, which both appear to be very weak 
negative relationships. 

The six regression analyses using data only from Cobscook 
Bay ASCs revealed results very similar to results pooled 
from the entire NGOM (Table 14), with the exception of 
the BRT for age class 3–4, whose DE was considerably 
high. In general, ignoring any spatial differences, it appears 
that year of growth alone does not sufficiently describe 
trends seen in scallop growth over time. This corroborates 
findings from section 3.2. It is important to note that of 
these analyses, only the first three age classes provided 
reliable results (Table 14). This was due to the often low 
number of older individuals (>4 years) found in Cobscook 
Bay over the time series.

Table 9.  Root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) values of different boosted regression trees for combinations of abiotic variables and 
age class. Lat = Latitude, Lon = Longitude, Temp = Temperature, Sal = Salinity, Year = Year of Growth.

Age Class

0-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7

Lat 9.03 8.21 5.54 4.77 4.31 3.58

Lon 8.85 8.16 5.52 4.88 4.41 3.66

Year/Temp/Sal 8.74 7.96 5.50 4.72 4.30 3.68

Temp/Sal 8.95 7.99 5.52 4.71 4.26 3.69

Year/Temp 9.01 8.17 5.62 4.90 4.41 3.68

Year/Sal 8.85 8.05 5.59 4.75 4.31 3.63

Year 9.22 8.47 5.74 5.01 4.37 3.77

Temp 9.35 8.22 5.64 4.93 4.37 3.86

Sal 9.10 8.09 5.60 4.79 4.29 3.64

Year/Temp/Lat 8.65 8.06 5.45 4.67 4.34 3.63

Year/Lat 8.71 8.12 5.50 4.73 4.39 3.57

Temp/Lat 8.98 8.14 5.50 4.69 4.34 3.62

Year/Temp/Sal/Lon 8.48 7.81 5.38 4.58 4.30 3.62

Temp/Sal/Lon 8.65 7.87 5.40 4.59 4.25 3.57

Year/Temp/Lon 8.52 8.07 5.43 4.70 4.37 3.69

Year/Sal/Lon 8.52 7.84 5.41 4.65 4.23 3.59

Year/Lon 8.58 8.08 5.50 4.77 4.42 3.69

Temp/Lon 8.77 8.04 5.42 4.70 4.37 3.69

Sal/Lon 8.74 7.88 5.46 4.71 4.26 3.65
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Discussion

ASC in the NGOM appear to be growing to a larger 
size and growing at dissimilar rates when compared to 
populations in Georges Bank and the Mid-Atlantic Bight 
(Table 1; Truesdell, 2014; Hart and Chute, 2009a). A 
trend in growth coefficient L∞ seems to be occurring up 
the Atlantic coast, with ASCs of the Mid-Atlantic Bight 
having the lowest values and ASCs of the NGOM hav-
ing the largest (Table 1). This is similar to findings from 
Truesdell (2014), which showed larger L∞ values for the 
NGOM region. Within the NGOM, ASC growth seems to 
vary spatially: varying between management zones (Table 
2). This is again similar to findings by Truesdell (2014), 
but this study presents higher calculations of both L∞ and 
K for most regions. This could be due to the addition of 
new data since 2014 mostly concentrated inshore, where 
higher coefficients were observed. 

This study expanded on work by Truesdell (2014), cal-
culating growth coefficients for each year class. With 
low sample sizes questioning the reliability of some year 
classes, it doesn’t appear that ASC growth parameters 
are changing in a predictable way. They do seem to be 
fluctuating and ANOVA tests revealed those fluctuations 
result in year classes that are statistically different from 
one another. Due to the ever-changing location of MDMR 
tow stations in this project over the time series coupled 
with the low sample size per year class in this analysis, this 
fluctuation and by extent the statistical differences may 
not be what would be observed with larger sample sizes 
over the same time series. However, when spatial data 
were ignored in the Cobscook Bay subsample regression 
tests (which also have the highest density of samples of 
any region in this study), there was no more considerable 
influence of year of growth when compared to the original 
analyses with spatially pooled data over years. 

Table 10.  Deviance explained (DE) of different generalized additive models for combinations of abiotic variables and age class.  
Lat = Latitude, Lon = Longitude, Temp = Temperature, Sal = Salinity, Year = Year of Growth. Models surrounded with 
‘I()’ are treated as a single interaction term. Highest DE for each are class are bolded. 

Age Class

0–2 2–3 3–4 4–5 5–6 6–7

Lat 9.18 7.70 2.90 14.90 4.16 12.23
Lon 10.82 10.38 4.53 13.86 6.62 20.00
Year/Temp/Sal 20.41 13.41 9.25 21.34 12.89 21.38
Temp/Sal 14.29 11.04 9.26 19.07 11.30 18.00
Year/Temp 13.12 8.36 6.72 13.05 7.72 13.01
Year/Sal 19.49 12.49 7.66 18.79 11.47 17.45
Year 11.46 5.26 3.86 10.99 7.11 6.95
Temp 3.62 3.64 6.61 9.59 2.20 4.18
Sal 10.57 9.78 3.05 15.35 10.73 14.58
Year/Temp/Lat 20.20 14.29 9.28 22.17 11.19 16.17
Year/Lat 19.25 11.80 6.79 19.32 8.09 15.38
Temp/Lat 12.43 10.97 9.19 20.10 5.55 14.10
Year/Temp/Sal/Lon 26.06 16.91 13.58 24.28 16.84 24.47
Temp/Sal/Lon 20.07 16.37 13.51 23.22 13.23 18.17
Year/Temp/Lon 21.17 15.48 10.58 19.74 11.42 22.05
Year/Sal/Lon 25.26 16.37 10.38 22.50 14.21 18.06
Year/Lon 21.55 14.03 6.70 19.28 8.84 21.22
Temp/Lon 13.78 14.14 10.54 19.46 9.69 20.78
Sal/Lon 16.51 14.42 8.41 20.32 12.89 21.41
I(Year/Lat/Lon) 25.16 19.08 11.89 20.55 5.77 25.26
I(Temp/Lat/Lon) 20.42 19.06 10.40 19.99 7.05 26.77

I(Sal/Lat/Lon) 20.30 20.35 11.08 21.57 15.64 25.32
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These differences in growth over time do not match the 
change in the abiotic parameters observed in this study. 
Given that the regression analyses revealed that these pa-
rameters do have influence on ASC growth in the NGOM, 
it could be that pooling all data spatially does not allow for 
observation of these influences. Given that many studies 
have shown strong links between growth and temperature 
and salinity (Thouzeau et al., 1991; Stewart and Arnold, 
1994; Hart and Chute, 2004), these effects may occur at 
finer spatial scales than what was used in this study. This 
highlights the need for more samples in the future so that 
finer spatial resolutions than what was utilized in this 
study can be explored. 

The regression tests revealed that ASCs in the NGOM 
appear to be influenced by both temperature and salinity 
when abiotic data are not observed as spatial averages 
over time. However, these influences are relatively weak 
considering the deviance explained values associated with 
the tests. This highlights an important constriction of this 

Table 11.  Deviance explained (DE) of different boosted regression trees for combinations of abiotic variables and age class. Lat = 
Latitude, Lon = Longitude, Temp = Temperature, Sal = Salinity, Year = Year of Growth. Highest DE for each are class  
are bolded.

Age Class

0–2 2–3 3–4 4–5 5–6 6–7

Lat 23.09 23.80 17.03 24.05 4.44 18.19
Lon 23.50 23.06 17.82 23.68 5.85 22.67
Year/Temp/Sal 31.89 28.64 24.92 30.28 12.37 24.17
Temp/Sal 28.93 27.89 25.10 27.84 12.56 19.55
Year/Temp 23.88 20.56 19.14 24.53 9.99 8.20
Year/Sal 27.83 25.31 21.31 25.94 10.34 19.31
Year 11.80 4.65 3.93 11.28 7.24 10.22
Temp 20.16 19.69 19.50 24.00 3.09 8.90
Sal 23.46 24.09 20.49 24.03 10.17 16.70
Year/Temp/Lat 34.12 28.07 24.75 27.15 12.01 22.80
Year/Lat 30.77 25.10 20.30 27.44 6.67 19.45
Temp/Lat 29.70 28.00 24.55 27.80 7.56 16.33
Year/Temp/Sal/Lon 36.37 32.25 26.20 32.42 15.34 25.63

Temp/Sal/Lon 33.68 32.06 26.22 31.21 10.88 25.28
Year/Temp/Lon 33.96 28.62 23.02 30.29 11.60 24.79
Year/Sal/Lon 35.29 30.21 24.31 30.99 15.23 21.11
Year/Lon 30.61 24.69 19.98 26.45 9.62 19.72
Temp/Lon 30.22 28.69 23.97 30.21 6.20 23.30
Sal/Lon 31.40 29.53 25.01 31.92 15.40 23.25

study: abiotic data were temporally averaged in order to be 
associated with an increment of ASC growth. Future stud-
ies should look at abiotic ranges, anomalies, normality of 
distribution, and the like to infer more fine-scale temporal 
influences of these variables. Knowing this as a limitation, 
it can be assumed that the influence of temperature and 
salinity on ASC growth in the NGOM would be at least 
as strong as what was observed in this study, but has the 
potential to be stronger if abiotic data in a form other than 
yearly averages were utilized. 

Additionally, when temperature and salinity were sup-
plied with an interaction term of location, the DE rises 
substantially. This could mean that ASCs in different areas 
of the Gulf of Maine respond differently to similar abiotic 
variables. This is most likely because these variables are 
acting in this study as a proxy for other variables known 
to heavily influence ASC growth such as phytoplankton 
density (Macdonald and Thompson, 1985a; Macdonald 
and Thompson, 1985b; Macdonald et al., 1987). Phyto-
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Table 12.  Akaike information criterion (AIC) of different generalized additive models for combinations of abiotic variables and age 
class. Lat = Latitude, Lon = Longitude, Temp = Temperature, Sal = Salinity, Year = Year of Growth. Models surrounded 
with ‘I()’ are treated as a single interaction term. Lowest AIC values for each age class are bolded. 

Age Class

0-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7

Lat 14076 12748 10106 5234 2130 904
Lon 14040 12695 10079 5248 2130 893
Year/Temp/Sal 13850 12652 10017 5197 2111 891
Temp/Sal 13980 12690 10015 5208 2110 895
Year/Temp 14006 12752 10045 5271 2121 906
Year/Sal 13862 12669 10042 5213 2114 894
Year 14028 12795 10085 5278 2122 905
Temp 14191 12823 10045 5292 2136 913
Sal 14047 12707 10104 5234 2113 896
Year/Temp/Lat 13860 12649 10017 5189 2115 896
Year/Lat 13867 12684 10052 5204 2120 896
Temp/Lat 14024 12700 10017 5196 2128 905
Year/Temp/Sal/Lon 13730 12598 9958 5173 2108 890
Temp/Sal/Lon 13864 12605 9957 5179 2110 897
Year/Temp/Lon 13817 12624 9994 5204 2115 893
Year/Sal/Lon 13735 12605 10005 5188 2109 895
Year/Lon 13811 12638 10053 5207 2117 892
Temp/Lon 13992 12635 9993 5205 2128 894
Sal/Lon 13932 12629 10031 5197 2111 894
I(Year/Lat/Lon) 13736 12550 9979 5212 2130 895
I(Temp/Lat/Lon) 13858 12551 10006 5213 2128 894
I(Sal/Lat/Lon) 13860 12521 9995 5196 2120 896

plankton represent ASC food supply and mollusk growth 
has been shown to be highly correlated with phytoplankton 
density (Pilditch and Grant, 1999; Weiss et al., 2007). Phy-
toplankton density is a function of temperature, salinity, 
and other factors (Wagner et al., 2001; Friedland et al., 
2015). The interaction term of location could be account-
ing for some of these other location-sensitive variables in 
the NGOM. This could also hinder the ability to determine 
direct abiotic-growth relationships if most influence is 
acting through a different force and these highly complex 
abiotic-growth relationships acting through proxy would 
be difficult for regression models to calculate. This ac-
centuates the assumption that abiotic-growth influences 
were underestimated in this study. However, this study 
was aware of this connection when selecting the original 
model parameters. Given that the Gulf of Maine is chang-

ing rapidly in the face of climate change (Pershing et al., 
2015), it was important to determine any direct relation-
ships that ASC growth had to the abiotics directly affected 
by this change: temperature and salinity. This is why no 
model selection process took place based on AIC. This 
study was not meant to create a model for ASC growth, 
but to use multiple models to tease apart relationships. 

Even though abiotic-growth relationships were relatively 
weak in this study, they were still present. These relation-
ships have the potential to be affected in the coming years 
by climate change. Warming rates for the NGOM are sug-
gested between 0.02˚C and 0.07˚C per year (Pershing et al., 
2015) for sea-surface temperature, with bottom tempera-
ture experiencing this same trend (Pershing et al., 2015; 
Saba et al., 2016). Average yearly bottom temperature 
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mean for all sample locations in this study area in recent 
years (2012–2016) averaged around 7.60˚C. These values 
are below optimal growth temperatures of 10.0˚C to 15.0˚C 
for ASC (Thouzeau et al., 1991; Hart and Chute, 2004), 
and well below the maximum temperature threshold of 
21.0˚C (Hart and Chute, 2004). Bottom salinity is also 
expected to rise for the NGOM under climate change 
(Saba et al., 2016). Average yearly bottom salinity mean 
for all sample locations in this study area in recent years 
(2012–2016) averaged around 31.9‰. These values are 
below optimal growth salinity of full strength seawater: 
~35‰ (Stewart and Arnold, 1994; Hart and Chute, 2004). 
With temperature and salinity in the NGOM both rising, 
and because of the relationships teased apart in this study, 
as well as support from previous research on optimal 
growth conditions (Thouzeau et al., 1991; Stewart and 
Arnold 1994; Hart and Chute, 2004), there is potential for 
ASCs to grow faster and/or larger. However, this conclu-
sion is strictly based on direct and uniform relationships. 
Most studies focused on determining abiotic influence 

Table 13. Akaike information criterion (AIC) of different boosted regression trees for combinations of abiotic variables and age 
class. Lat = Latitude, Lon = Longitude, Temp = Temperature, Sal = Salinity, Year = Year of Growth. Lowest AIC values 
for each age class are bolded. 

Age Class

0-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7

Lat 8271 7272 5334 2659 1082 416
Lon 8261 7290 5318 2663 1077 407
Year/Temp/Sal 8041 7158 5179 2588 1054 408
Temp/Sal 8121 7175 5173 2616 1052 415
Year/Temp 8254 7349 5295 2655 1062 437
Year/Sal 8151 7238 5251 2639 1061 416
Year 8535 7676 5566 2794 1071 431
Temp 8343 7367 5285 2659 1087 433
Sal 8262 7265 5266 2659 1059 419
Year/Temp/Lat 7977 7172 5183 2627 1056 410
Year/Lat 8071 7243 5272 2621 1075 415
Temp/Lat 8100 7172 5185 2617 1072 422
Year/Temp/Sal/Lon 7912 7066 5154 2563 1044 406
Temp/Sal/Lon 7990 7070 5151 2577 1061 405

Year/Temp/Lon 7982 7158 5219 2588 1058 406
Year/Sal/Lon 7943 7118 5192 2580 1042 414
Year/Lon 8075 7253 5278 2633 1064 415
Temp/Lon 8086 7155 5197 2587 1077 407
Sal/Lon 8053 7134 5175 2566 1040 407

to ASC growth usually linking fluctuations directly to 
something like metabolic activity (Pilditch and Grant, 
1999) and are done so in the lab. If conclusions from these 
studies state high influence of variables like temperature 
and salinity to growth, this may not be that accurate in 
a natural setting where these variables are acting both 
directly and through proxy. Because these variables are 
most likely acting both directly on ASC metabolism and 
indirectly through things such as food availability and can 
vary spatiotemporally, it can be difficult to infer the mag-
nitude of the change in ASC growth given large changes 
in temperature and salinity. 

Other ASC stock characteristics like abundance are more 
easily calculable from abiotic data through use of habitat 
suitability indices (HSIs). Torre et al. (2018) suggests that 
inshore habitats will become more suitable for ASCs in 
the NGOM as temperature and salinity rise. With suitable 
habitat predicted to rise and with a potential for increased 
growth, the NGOM may be able to support a higher inten-
sity fishery in the future. 
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Table 14. Deviance explained (DE) and Akaike information criterion (AIC) for three generalized additive models (GAM) and three 
boosted regression trees (BRT) run using only year of growth as a predictor variable per age class for only the Cobscook 
Bay region.  Low counts of Atlantic sea scallops older than 4 years in Cobscook Bay made  results  from  age  classes  
4–5,  5–6,  and  6–7  unreliable  and  are  thus  not  presented.  Lat = Latitude, Lon = Longitude, Temp = Temperature,  
Sal = Salinity, Year = Year of Growth.

Age Class

0–2 2–3 3–4 4–5 5–6 6–7

BRT DE 10.83 4.96 14.34 - - -

BRT AIC 6504 5823 4431 - - -
GAM DE 15.12 5.18 4.77 - - -
GAM AIC 10767 10090 8391 - - -

There is need for more research concerning ASC life 
history and climate change to better understand their dy-
namics in the inshore NGOM. This study has shown the 
impact of abiotic variables on ASC growth to be weak yet 
present in this region. As suggested in other studies, biotic 
variables such as phytoplankton density, are posited to 
be more influential to ASC growth with abiotic variables 
influencing ASC growth directly and through this proxy 
of food availability. Future research should consider biotic 
variables as well as geospatial variables such as depth in 
an effort to better understand the NGOM ASC population 
dynamics. 
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Abstract

Fecundity information is critical in determining reproductive potential of a population. Collecting 
fecundity data, however, can be cost prohibitive or ineffective if a sampling protocol is not well 
designed. Inappropriate sampling can lead to biased estimates of fecundity, which may result in 
biased estimate of reproductive potential. Processing egg samples tends to be time-consuming and 
labour-intensive. For many fish and crustacean species, fecundity is dependent on female sizes. 
Nevertheless, at extreme size classes, fecundity may decrease or level off due to senescence. In 
order to account for this maternal effect, female sample of a wide size range need to be collected 
for developing a complete relationship between fecundity and body sizes. Using the Gulf of Maine 
northern shrimp, Pandalus borealis, as an example, we evaluated two sampling strategies, simple 
random sampling and size-based stratified random sampling, with a different number of sampling 
locations and different number of animals sampled per sampling location or length interval. The study 
shows that both the sampling strategies, simple random sampling and size-based stratified random 
sampling, can generate representative samples. However, the simulation analysis suggests that when 
the population size distribution is skewed with a lack of large and/or small individuals, size-based 
stratified random sampling is preferred due to lower variation in differences of means and medians 
between samples and the population. This study provides a simulation framework for identifying a 
cost-effective sampling protocol that can improve the estimate of fecundity, leading to an improved 
estimate of fish population reproductive potential.

Keywords: effect size, equivalence testing, simple random sampling, stratified random sampling

Introduction

For many crustaceans and fish species, reproductive output 
of a female individual tends to increase with body size 
as larger females have higher capacity to accommodate 
more eggs or offspring (Hannah et al., 1995; Hixon et al., 
2014). However, the relationship between reproductive 
output and female body size is usually not linear. Instead, 
reproductive output tends to increase approximately ex-
ponentially with body size (Hixon et al., 2014; Barneche 
et al., 2018). At extreme size classes, however, reproduc-
tive output of a female may decrease or level off due to 
senescence (Shelton et al., 2012). In order to account 
for this maternal effect, a wide range of sizes of females 
should be collected for developing a comprehensive re-
lationship between reproductive output and female body 
sizes in order to have a robust estimate of reproductive 
potential of a population (Marshall et al., 2006).

Sample sizes and locations may also influence the qual-
ity of fecundity estimates because of large variability in 
space and among individuals (Parsons and Tucker, 1986; 
Hannah et al., 1995). An insufficient number of samples 
may lead to underestimated or overestimated fecundity for 
a given size of fish. A large number of samples is usually 
encouraged for estimating biological traits of a population. 
However, collecting biological data such as fecundity can 
be very time-consuming and labour-intensive laboura-
tory processes (Rogers et al., 2019). Excessive samples 
are not only a waste of resources, but also a source of 
unnecessary pressure on the population especially when 
the stock is in an unhealthy status. Therefore, to reach a 
balance between deriving robust estimates of life history 
traits and efficient using available resources, an appropri-
ate sampling design is important for collecting biological 
samples from a population.
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Based on availability of resources and samples, two 
sampling designs are often used to collect biological data 
like fecundity: simple random sampling (Collins et al., 
1998; Pennington and Helle, 2011) and stratified random 
sampling (Hannah et al., 1995). Simple random sampling 
is to randomly select samples from a population. Stratified 
random sampling is to divide the population to more than 
one group (e.g. length-intervals), and to randomly select 
samples from each group. In general, size-based stratified 
random sampling is theoretically more appropriate for 
collecting fecundity data, as it is more likely to include 
samples from each classification (length intervals), thus 
able to establish a more complete biological database and 
fecundity-body size relationship over a full size range. 
However, it might not be feasible for some species whose 
gravid individuals are encountered by chance. In addition, 
it takes extra effort to classify each individual before 
randomly sampling from each stratum. In this case, simple 
random sampling is usually used as a default sampling 
strategy. Nevertheless, whether the samples collected by 
these two sampling schemes can be representative of the 
population is rarely discussed.

The Gulf of Maine (GOM) northern shrimp used to support 
a significant winter fishery for the New England states 
(ASMFC, 2018), however the shrimp fishery has been 
on moratorium since 2014 due to presumed recruitment 
failures which were perceived to be a subsequence of 
warming water temperature in the GOM in past several 
years (Richards et al., 2012; ASMFC, 2018). Recruitment 
is usually related to reproductive potential of a population 
which can be evaluated with fecundity. However, the 
relationship between shrimp body sizes and fecundity was 
estimated in more than thirty years ago using 47 ovigerous 
females selected for size and wholeness of the egg mass 
(Haynes and Wigley, 1969). These data were fitted with a 
parabola for estimating fecundity for females larger than 
22-mm (Richards et al. 2012, ASMFC 2018): fecundity 
= -0.198 l 2+128.81l-17821, where l is carapace length 
(0.1-mm). The body size-fecundity relationship estimated 
with the parabola was likely biased as small spawners were 
not included in their study and the estimated parabola 
equation generated negative values for fecundity when 
female carapace length was below 20-mm. Therefore, 
there is a pressing need to develop an updated fecundity 
database to provide more robust estimates for northern 
shrimp reproductive potential, which makes northern 
shrimp an appropriate case study. 

The aim is to compare different sampling strategies for 
estimating fecundity for species such as northern shrimp 
that have maternal effects on fecundity and the number of 
ovigerous individuals were unevenly collected in sampling 

locations. The study can identify a cost-effective sampling 
design for collecting fecundity data, leading to improved 
fecundity estimation.

Materials and Methods

This study uses simulation of resampling approach to 
simulate different sampling strategy scenarios based on 
collected survey data. 

NEFSC fall bottom trawl survey data

The GOM northern shrimp spawning season takes 
place in late summer and fall, and most females become 
ovigerous in fall. Therefore, the ovigerous females used 
for the fecundity study were sampled in the Northeast 
Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC) fall bottom trawl 
surveys which were designed for multispecies surveys 
in the northeast coastal areas. As the surveys are not 
specifically designed for northern shrimp, in the sampling 
location with presence of ovigerous females, the number 
of shrimp varied from one to several hundred among tows. 
Given the limited resources, it is unrealistic to process 
all collected shrimp. Thus, there is a need to optimize 
the number of sampling locations in a year and number 
of shrimp collected in a sampling location. Moreover, as 
many other species are collected in the survey, which face 
similar needs, the methodology developed in this survey 
are applicable to other species.

The northern shrimp data and tow information were 
collected by NEFSC fall bottom trawl surveys (Smith, 
2002) from 2012 to 2016, including dorsal carapace length 
(DCL), life stage, date of catch, and longitude and latitude 
of sampling location. The DCLs of shrimp were measured 
to the nearest 0.1-mm, from the posterior limit of eye 
socket to the posterior limit of dorsal carapace (Haynes 
and Wigley, 1969). Only ovigerous female data were used 
for simulation as the ultimate goal was to collect fecundity 
data based on maternal body sizes. 

Simulation of resampling study

Data from 2012 to 2016 were resampled separately with 
two sampling strategies of simple random sampling and 
size-based stratified random sampling. Sampling locations 
were randomly resampled without replacement from each 
year’s sampling locations for each scenario. Sampling 
intensity was determined by the number of shrimp of 
interest from a sampling location and the percentage of 
sampling locations in each year. 
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Simple Random Sampling

The sampling scenarios were considered with the 
percentage of sampling locations and number of shrimp 
sampled from each sampling location. Two potential 
sample sizes (i.e., 10 and 20) were considered for a 
sampling location in the simulation. For sampling 
locations with less than the required number of shrimp 
(i.e., 10 or 20), all shrimp in that location were used. 
For sampling locations with more than the specified 
shrimp, 10 or 20 shrimp were randomly sampled without 
replacement (Fig. 1)

Stratified Random Sampling

For stratified random sampling, minimal and maximal 
lengths were determined to be the minimum and 
maximum DCLs of sampled collected in a year with 
a length interval of 1.5-mm. A given number (1 or 2) 
of shrimp was sampled from each length interval until 
no more shrimp were available in that length interval. 

Ovigerous females from
NEFSC fall bottom trawl surveys 2012–2016

Simple random sampling

10 shrimps
per location

20 shrimps
per location

Equivalence testing
(means and medians)

Statistical
power Coefficient variationRange

1 shrimp
per length interval

2 shrimps
per length interval

Simple random sampling

Fig. 1.  A flowchart illustrating the procedure of the simulation analysis. Scenarios of 10 and 20 shrimp per sampling location 
were considered for simple random sampling at different sampling intensity (percentage of sampling locations). 
Scenarios of 1 and 2 shrimp per 1.5-mm length interval were considered for stratified random sampling at different 
sampling intensity. Range of simulated dorsal carapace lengths, equivalence testing of means and medians, statistical 
power, and coefficient of variation were used for examining the simulated samples in each scenario.

The sampling scenarios were developed with a different 
sampling intensity and number of shrimp sampled from 
each length interval. For sampling locations which had 
fewer than 10 shrimp collected, all shrimp in that location 
were used for 1-shrimp scenarios (20 shrimp for 2-shrimp 
scenarios, Fig. 1)

Equivalence testing

Null hypothesis significance testing framework is 
commonly used in ecology to examine the differences 
between the two groups (Martinez‐Abrain, 2008; Beninger 
et al., 2012). However, it is criticized in some ecological 
studies for the following reasons: (1) a lack of significance 
(P>α) simply means there is no sufficient evidence to 
reject the null hypothesis, but it does not mean the null 
hypothesis is true (Brosi and Biber, 2009; Beninger et al., 
2012; Lakens, 2017); and (2) the statistical power needed 
to detect a difference is low. Alternatively, two one-sided 
equivalence tests within a frequentist framework can be 
used to ascertain effect quality by specifying meaningful 
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effect size based on biological or ecological understanding 
(Parkhurst, 2001; Lakens, 2017). Moreover, the lower and 
upper bounds constructed with a priori specified effect size 
allow the researchers to evaluate significant differences 
with reduced type II error defined in traditional hypothesis 
testing (Parkhurst, 2001; Brosi and Biber, 2009). 
Therefore, instead of using traditional null hypothesis 
testing, we use two one-sided equivalence testing for the 
simulated data in each scenario.

Before we performed equivalence testing, a difference of 
1.5-mm ( ∆ ) was determined as the minimum effect size 
that we would like to detect. Effect size was defined as 
the magnitude of the observed difference (Beninger et al., 
2012). Our data suggested that mean DCL of ovigerous 
females was around 25-mm, which is equivalent to an age 
of 3.5 years based on age-DCL growth curve (ASMFC, 
2018) with age 3 being estimated at 23.5-mm and age 4 
at 26.5-mm. We thus determined the effect size interval 
at 1.5-mm, as shrimp in DCLs smaller or larger than 
1.5-mm are likely to be at a different age of years. The 
lower and upper bounds of equivalence intervals for each 
sample were constructed as (Nakagawa and Cuthill, 2007; 
Lakens, 2017):

   (    m  s   −  m  y   )   ±  t  α, df    s  pooled    √ 
_

   1 _  n  s    +   1 _  n  y         (1)

  s  pooled   =  √ 
___________

   
  s  s     

2  ( n  s   − 1)  +   s  y     
2  ( n  y   − 1) 
 ___________  n  s   +  n  y   − 2       (2)

where   m  s    = mean (or median) DCL of samples from a 
given scenario in year y;   m  y    = mean (or median) DCL 
of all samples collected in year y;   t  α,  df    = t statistic at a 
significance level of α at degree of freedom at df; α = 
0.05, df =   n  s   +  n  y   − 2  ;   n  s    = number of samples of a given 
scenario;   n  y    = number of samples collected in year y;   s  s    = 
standard deviation of samples from a scenario in year y; 
and   s  y    = standard deviation of all the samples collected 
in year y.

Two one-sided tests were performed to means and 
medians of samples simulated from each scenario in each 
year. The null hypothesis is   ei  l   ≤ ∆  and   ei  u   ≥ ∆ , and the 
alternative hypothesis is  − ∆ < equivalence interval < ∆ , 
where   ei  l    = lower bound of equivalence interval,   ei  u    = 
upper bound of equivalence interval. Both components 

in the stated null hypothesis must be false to reject the 
null hypothesis. Thus, if the equivalence interval falls 
within the equivalence interval, the difference between 
the means or medians is smaller than the magnitude of 
effect size we specified.

Statistical power of detecting the specified effect size 
( ∆ = 1.5 -mm) was estimated with the number of samples 
simulated in each scenario at the significance level of 0.05. 
Statistical power of 0.95 was set as a reference instead 
of traditional 0.8, as we assume the cost of committing 
a type II error was the same as that of committing a type 
I error (Peterman, 1990; Di Stefano, 2003). Coefficient 
of variation (CV) was also calculated for evaluating the 
dispersion of samples for each simulation scenario. All 
analyses were performed in R 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2018). 

Results

Number of sampling locations in each year

The total yearly number of sampling locations and total 
number of ovigerous females collected in each year from 
2012 to 2016 were shown in Table 1. Our data showed that 
the mean DCL of ovigerous females varied between 24.08 
and 25.86 from 2012 to 2016 (Fig. 2). In addition, samples 
collected in 2014 deviated from normal distribution with a 
mean at 25.43-mm-DCL and a median of 26.5-mm-DCL, 
and with an unusual wide standard deviation (SD) of 2.89-
mm (SD varied from 1.52 to 1.66 in the other four years). 

Equivalence tests

The equivalence tests of means for all the scenarios 
showed that most equivalence intervals of means fell 
within the specified effect size interval when at least 20% 
of the sampling locations were sampled except for 2014 
(Fig. 3). Similar results could be found in tests for the 
difference in medians (Fig. 4). The equivalence interval 
of medians barely fell within the effect size interval 
for simulated samples in 2014 even if all stations were 
sampled.

For means of 20-shrimp scenarios in 2014, the equivalence 
intervals started to fall within the specified effect size 
interval when more than 50% of the sampling locations 

Table 1.  The total yearly number of sampling locations and total number of ovigerous females collected in each year from Northeast 
Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC) fall bottom trawl surveys 2012–2016.

Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Total number of sampling locations 16 27 25 37 37

Total number of ovigerous females 13 812 4 732 5 443 2 705 1 605
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were sampled. When less than 50% of the locations were 
sampled in 2014, both sampling strategies failed to reject 
the null hypothesis. However, the differences in means of 
simple random sampling had a wider variation than those 
of stratified random sampling scenarios (Fig. 3). 

As for the equivalence tests of medians for 2014 samples, 
almost all scenarios failed to reject the null hypothesis 
(Fig. 4). Similar to the equivalence tests of means, when 
less than 50% of the locations were sampled, the median 
differences for random sampling method tended to have 
larger variations than those of stratified random sampling. 

Statistical power

The statistical power of detecting the minimal effect size 
( ∆ = 1.5 -mm) increased with sampling intensity, when 
more than 20% of sampling locations were sampled, all 

scenarios could reach the statistical power of 0.95 except 
for scenarios of 2014 (Fig. 5). Simulated samples of 2014 
could reach the statistical power of 0.95 when at least 
30% of the locations were sampled. There was a trade-
off between the number of shrimp per location (or length 
interval) and percentage of sampling locations. Given a 
sampling strategy, more numbers of shrimp per sampling 
location (or length interval) could reach the statistical 
power of 0.95 with a lower percentage of sampling 
locations. The coefficients of variation were mostly below 
0.1 for each scenario except scenarios in 2014 due to large 
standard deviation of DCL collected in 2014 (Fig. 5). 

Sample size

The numbers of shrimp simulated in each scenario 
increased with sampling intensity, and simple random 
sampling strategy tended to generate larger sample 
sizes than stratified random sampling strategy at a given 
sampling intensity (Figs. 5 and 6). When 20% of sampling 
locations were sampled, the total numbers of shrimp in 
the simulation for five years ranged from 129 to 349 for 
different strategies with different intensity (Fig. 6). When 
30% of the locations were sampled, the total numbers of 
shrimp increased to 215–612 (Fig. 6). 

The means, medians, and ranges of samples simulated 
in each scenario were compared with the assumed 
populations (samples collected from the surveys) in 
each year (Fig. 7). When more than 20% of the locations 
were sampled, the simulated samples could include the 
central 95% of DCL of the assumed population for both 
sampling strategies. When less than 50% of the location 
were sampled, the stratified random sampling, as expected, 
was more likely include the minimum and maximum of 
DCLs of the assumed population than the simple random 
sampling. 

Discussion

The results of equivalence testing showed that there 
were no large differences between samples simulated 
with simple random sampling and stratified random 
sampling strategies when the population distribution 
is approximately normal. Both sampling strategies can 
collect samples that were representative of the population 
(i.e., including the central 95% of the distribution) and 
the means and medians did not significantly differ from 
the specified effect size when more than 20% sampling 
locations were sampled. However, if we conducted 
traditional null hypothesis significance testing, many 
of the simulated samples would suggest statistical 
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of dorsal carapace length (DCL) of 
ovigerous female northern shrimp Pandalus 
borealis, collected from Northeast Fisheries 
Science Center (NEFSC) fall bottom trawl surveys 
from 2012 to 2016. The blue symbols are means 
and the horizontal bars in the boxes are medians. 
The lower and upper limits of the boxes are the first 
(Q1) and third (Q3) quartiles (25th and 75 
percentiles). The difference between Q1 and Q3 is 
interquartile range (IQR). Potential outliers are 
defined as observation points fall outside the range 
of Q1-1.5*IQR and Q3+1.5*IQR. If potential 
outliers are presented, the whiskers extend to 1.5 
times the IQR from Q1 or Q3. If no outliers are 
presented, the whiskers extend to the minima and 
maxima of the distributions. 
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significance as the confidence interval of error did not 
include zero, which might not be biologically significant. 
The results suggested the merits of equivalence testing 
over traditional null hypothesis significance testing 
with the ability to detect a biologically meaningful or 
ecologically important effect size (Parkhurst, 2001; Brosi 
and Biber, 2009).  

The number of shrimp simulated for each scenario with 
different strategies, in general, linearly increased with the 
number of sampling locations. However, as the surveys 
were not specifically designed for northern shrimp, 
number of shrimp collected at a station could be only a 
few. Therefore, the ultimate sampling intensity (number 

of shrimp simulated for a scenario) was not exactly 
proportional to the number of locations sampled. An 
extreme example was the 20-shrimp scenario with three 
sampling stations with simple random sampling strategy, 
which had only four DCLs simulated in that scenario. The 
statistical power was hence low (Fig. 5). Our simulation 
reflects the discrepancy between samples collected in 
multispecies surveys and ideal sampling for fecundity 
data. Care should be taken to adjust sampling strategy in 
such circumstances. 

Increasing sampling intensity by either raising the number 
of shrimp per location, length interval, or the number 
of sampling locations can reduce sampling error and 
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Fig. 3.  Differences between means of samples in each scenario and the population (all shrimp collected in a given year) and 
90% confidence intervals (dashed lines) with equivalence bounds (-1.5 and 1.5) for each scenario at percentage of 
sampling locations for each year. Vertical solid lines denote mean differences at zero. Gray dashed lines are y-axis grid 
lines, denoting 25, 50, and 75% of sampling locations.
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increase statistical power. However, the cost of increasing 
sampling intensity may not be effective as the magnitude 
of precision that can be improved is trivial when sampling 
intensity is above a certain level (Pennington et al., 2002). 
Although both the sampling strategies we adopted in this 
study suggested that the equivalence interval can fall 
within the effect size interval when at least 20% of the 
locations were sampled (except for 2014), we determined 
stratified random sampling may be a more effective 
sampling strategy for collecting fecundity data as it 
requested for a low sample size compared to the simple 
random sampling. 

With stratified random sampling at a fixed overall 
sampling size (number of shrimp simulated for all five 
years), based on the trade-off between the number of 
shrimp per length interval and the percentage of the 
locations, a desired statistical power can be achieved at a 
lower percentage of sampling locations for 2-shrimp per 
length interval scenarios. However, the stratified random 
sampling strategy with one shrimp per length interval is 
preferred in this case, as a higher percentage of sampling 
locations allows a broader spatial coverage of the study 
area. Therefore, the optimal sample size for collecting 
fecundity data was estimated at 215 shrimp for five years 
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Fig. 4.  Differences between medians of samples in each scenario and the population (all shrimp collected in a given year) and 
90% confidence intervals (dashed lines) with equivalence bounds (-1.5 and 1.5) for each scenario at percentage of 
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(30% of the locations) with size-based stratified random 
sampling.

Both sampling strategies generated unrepresentative 
samples which were significantly different from the 
specified effect size when less than 50% of the locations 
were sampled for 2014 due to the skewed distribution 
of DCLs in 2014. Generally, it is not possible to know 
the length distribution of the population which is usually 
assumed to be approximately normally or log-normally 
distributed. It should be cautioned when many small 
spawners are observed in the population, which could 
be a sign of early sexual maturity resulting from fishing 
pressure, environmental changes and consequent food 

availability to females (O’Brien, 1999; Koeller et al., 
2007). Spawners at small sizes make less contribution 
per individual to reproductive potential of a population, 
as small spawners tend to produce fewer offspring per 
individual with lower survival rates (Shelton et al., 2012; 
Barneche et al., 2018). 

Aanes and Volstad (2015) used simulation approach to 
evaluate subsampling strategies for collecting age data 
for Northeast Arctic cod (Gadus morhua), suggesting that 
length-stratified sampling is more effective than simple 
random sampling because length-stratified sampling can 
ensure a better coverage of the age composition when age 
data were collected from a small subsample of measured 
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Fig. 5.  Relationships between statistical power (Power), coefficient of variation (CV), number of samples, and percentage of 
sampling locations for each scenario. Left column: statistical power; middle column: coefficient of variation; right 
column: number of samples. Top 2 rows: 10 and 20 shrimp per sampling location for simple random sampling; bottom 
2 rows: 1 and 2 shrimp per length interval for stratified random sampling. 
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lengths of fish. Our findings agree with Aanes and 
Volstad (2015). For the purpose of collecting fecundity 
data, stratified random sampling strategy is preferred 
over simple random sampling when the size distribution 
of ovigerous females is actually skewed with many 
small spawners (deviated from the assumed normally 
distributed population). Because it is often not possible 
to have enough resources for a high sampling intensity, 
and simple random sampling is more likely to generate 
a biased sample in a low sampling intensity (Figs. 3, 4, 
and 7). Conversely, although stratified random sampling 
also generates biased samples, the variation of means and 
medians of samples are relatively stable when sampling 
intensity is low. Furthermore, labouratory process for 
collecting fecundity data can be very time-consuming and 
labour-intensive. The time needed for processing a shrimp 
to collect fecundity data is generally 3–4 hours. Given a 
sampling intensity of 20% of the sampling location, the 
10-shrimp simple random sampling scenario generates 
a larger number of sample size than the 1-shrimp per 
length interval stratified random sampling scenario by 
69 shrimp. Thus, the simple random sampling may take 
207 additional hours (69 shrimp × 3 hours), which would 
cost additional $4140 (i.e., 207 hours × $20 per hour per 
person) for laboratory process alone. Our analyses suggest 
that length-stratified random sampling is a more cost-
effective strategy for collecting fecundity data.

The shrimp samples Haynes and Wigley (1969) used for 
collecting fecundity data ranged from 22 to 31-mm-DCL. 
Our data, except for 2014, the central 95% of ovigerous 
females collected from the survey ranged from a similar 
interval of 22–28-mm-DCL in this study. However, it 
appeared that if shrimp outside the central 95% length 
interval were excluded from the regression of length 
and fecundity, the regressed relationship may not be 
able to provide reliable estimates of fecundity for the 
population as the fecundity-DCL relationship developed 
with 47 female shrimp by Haynes and Wigley (1969) 
generates negative numbers for shrimp at DCLs<20-
mm. It suggested that, when estimating size-based 
fecundity for a population, (1) a complete range of size 
data is necessary for developing a fecundity-body size 
relationship; (2) several years of samples may be needed 
for building a complete fecundity database; and (3) 
parabola equation should be used with caution as it may 
generate biologically meaningless estimates of fecundity 
(negative values). Estimating the magnitude of the bias 
in reproductive potential of a population is beyond the 
scope of this study. Consequently, before we take a further 
step into investigation of the misestimates of fecundity, 
there is a pressing need to develop a new fecundity-DCL 
relationship with proper sampling design for collecting 
fecundity data. 
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Fig. 6.  Relationships between total number of samples and 
percentage of sampling locations. SRS_10 and 
SRS_20 are scenarios of 10 and 20 shrimp per 
sampling location for simple random sampling. 
STR_1 and STR_2 are scenarios of 1 and 2 shrimp 
per length interval for stratified random sampling. 

This study proposes a simulation framework that can 
be used to develop a cost-effective sampling strategy 
for estimating fecundity data for many marine fish and 
crustacean species which share the characteristics of 
(1) a strong maternal effect on fecundity (i.e., number 
of offspring increase with female body sizes; Haynes 
and Wiley, 1969); (2) number of individuals collected 
varied among sampling locations and number of 
sampling locations varied by year; and (3) extensive 
length frequency data have been collected for multiple 
years which can be used for sampling design. Collecting 
fecundity data can be very time-consuming and labour-
intensive. Insufficient samples may result in biased 
estimates; however, excess samples can be a waste of 
resources. Therefore, an appropriate sampling design for 
optimizing effective sample size is needed for building 
a complete fecundity data base. We advocate the use of 
equivalence testing and power analysis before collecting 
samples in order to determine biologically meaningful 
effect size instead of statistical significance in traditional 
null hypothesis significance testing. 
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Abstract

The current stock assessment model for American plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides) on the Grand 
Bank of Newfoundland (NAFO Divisions 3LNO) is a virtual population analysis (VPA). This model 
does not account for the considerable uncertainty about the landings data for this stock. Retrospective 
patterns have also been noted in the current assessment with overestimation of spawning stock biomass 
(SSB) and underestimation of fishing mortality (F). Via a thorough model selection process, we develop 
a state-space stock assessment model (SSM) for this stock that accounts for the uncertainties in the 
landings data and reduces the retrospective patterns. Our SSM fit the data well, with overall trends in 
SSB and average F (ages 9–14) similar to those estimated from the current VPA. The retrospective 
patterns for the SSM were reduced for both SSB and average F which should lead to the provision of 
better scientific advice for the management of this stock. An important result from our analysis suggests 
that the current assumption for natural mortality (M) in the stock assessment model may be too low. 
The lack of recovery of the stock of American plaice on the Grand Bank has often been attributed to 
overfishing, however fixing M within the model to be lower than is reasonable may be over-estimating 
the relative impact of F and subsequently over-stating the contribution of fishing mortality to the lack 
of recovery of the stock.

Introduction

American plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides) on the 
Grand Bank of Newfoundland (NAFO Divisions 3LNO) 
supported an important commercial fishery historically, 
accounting for over ten percent of the Canadian groundfish 
fishery in the 1950s (DFO, 2011). The population size 
declined rapidly in the 1980s due mostly to overfishing 
and, although there has been no directed commercial fishing 
since 1994, there has since been little improvement in the 
state of the population (see e.g. Wheeland, 2018). The lack 
of recovery has been attributed to overfishing, which has 
occurred mainly through bycatch in the yellowtail flounder, 

skate, redfish, and Greenland halibut fisheries (Shelton 
and Morgan, 2005). It has also been suggested that an 
increase in the natural mortality rate due to changing 
ocean temperatures may also be contributing to the lack 
of recovery (COSEWIC, 2009).

The current stock assessment model for Grand Bank 
American plaice is an ADAPT virtual population analysis 
(see e.g., Lassen and Medley, 2001) that was introduced 
in the late 1990s. This model is based on catch-at-age 
data that are derived in part from landings estimates and 
does not account for the considerable uncertainty about 
the landings data (Wheeland et al., 2018). Sources of 
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uncertainty include landings recorded as “unspecified 
flounder” by some countries in the earliest years of 
available data (see e.g. Pitt, 1972) and an increase in 
foreign catch outside the 200 mile economic exclusive 
zone in the mid-80s (e.g. South Korea reporting “non-
specified flounder”, Brodie, 1986). More recently, the 
lack of scientific observer data in the NAFO Regulatory 
Area has resulted in the need to estimate landings via 
various methods, including effort ratios and daily catch 
records (Dwyer et al., 2016). As a result, the landings data 
may be under-estimated and a stock assessment model 
that incorporates uncertainty in these data may therefore 
provide a better assessment. 

Another issue that has been noted in the current assessment 
for American plaice are retrospective patterns, which 
are consistent directional changes in estimates of stock 
size as years of data are removed from the assessment 
model (Mohn, 1999). Retrospective patterns are caused 
by changes in the accuracy of the data over time and/or 
spatial and time-varying population processes that are 
unaccounted for or mis-specified in the model (see e.g. 
Legault, 2009). Systematic retrospective patterns can 
lead to poor management advice as important population 
processes (e.g. biomass and fishing mortality) may be 
over- or under-estimated and can result in unsustainable 
or sub-optimal harvesting advice (Szuwalski et al., 2017). 
To promote sustainable management advice for American 
plaice on the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, a stock 
assessment model that reduces or eliminates retrospective 
patterns is valuable. State-space stock assessment models 
are ideally suited for this purpose as they can include 
random errors in the underlying population dynamics 
model (i.e. for population abundance and fishing mortality 
rates) thereby accounting for underlying time-varying 
population processes that contribute to retrospective 
patterns. Additionally, state-space models allow for errors 
in the data (see e.g. Nielsen and Berg, 2014; Cadigan, 
2015; Albertsen et al., 2016), which is an improvement to 
the current VPA that treats the catch-at-age data as known 
with negligible error. In this paper, we present a state-space 
stock assessment model for American plaice on the Grand 
Bank of Newfoundland that reduces the retrospective 
problem and allows for errors in the landings data. 

Materials and Methods

There are two components to a state-space stock 
assessment model: the process model and the observation 
model. The process model describes how the state 
of the unobserved fish stock abundance and fishing 
mortality rates at a given time depend on previous states. 
The observation model describes how the survey and 

commercial data depend on the unobserved states (see 
e.g. Aeberhard et al., 2018). 

American plaice Process Model

The model runs for the years  y = 1960, ..., 2017  and 
for ages  a = 1, ...,  15   +  , where   15   +   represents the oldest 
ages grouped together from ages 15 onwards, called 
the plus group (see Table 1 for model equations). For 
simplicity, we will refer to model ages  a = 1, ...,  A   +  , and 
years  y = 1, ..., Y . The process model describes how the 
abundance at age a in year  y  (i.e.   N  y,a   ) and the fishing 
mortality,   F  y,a    change over time. The   N  y,a    for all ages 
and years are treated as random effects, with the cohort 
abundance model modelled as: 

   
 log (    N  y,a   )   = log (    N  y−1,a−1   )   −  Z  y−1,a −1   +  γ  y,a   

     
 log   (  N  y, A   +    )   = log [ N  y−1, A   + −1    exp   − Z  y−1, A   + −1    +  N  y−1, A   +     exp   − Z  

y−1, A   + 
   ]  +  γ  y,a  , 

  

where   Z  y,a   =  M  y,a   +  F  y,a    is the total mortality rate given by 
the sum of the natural mortality rate,   M  y,a    (i.e. all mortality 
unrelated to fishing) and   F  y,a   . Here,   M  y,a    is assumed to 
be known and fixed at 0.50 for ages 1–3, 0.30 for age 4 
and 0.20 for all ages 5 and above, except during 1989 to 
1996, where it is fixed at 0.53 for all ages 5 and above, as 
recommended by Morgan and Brodie (2001), 0.83 for ages 
1–3 and 0.63 for age 4. This formulation for   M  y,a    for ages 
5 and greater is identical to the formulation for the most 
recent stock assessment model for Grand Bank American 
plaice. Here we also include ages 1–4, which are not 
currently used in the stock assessment VPA, with values 
for M at these ages selected through peer consultation.   F  y,a   
is set to zero for ages 1–4, as reported catch at these ages 
is considered negligible. The   γ  y,a    are the process errors, 
assumed to be independent and normally distributed with 
variance   σ  pe  2    to be estimated. The numbers at the first age   
N  y,1    are modelled as:

   log (    N  y,1   )   =  μ   R  y     +  δ   R  y    ,          (1.2)

where   μ   R  y    =  μ   R  1     for y < 1993 and   μ   R  y    =  μ   R  2     for 
y  ≥ 1993, and the two mean recruitment parameters     
μ   R  1    ,  μ   R  2     ∈  (  − ∞, ∞ )     account for the large differences in 
recruitment between the two time periods and are fixed 
effect parameters to be estimated. The deviations from 
the mean recruitment   δ   R  y      are assumed to follow a normal 
distribution with AR(1) correlation across years, with the 
AR parameters   σ  2  R    and   ϕ  R    to be estimated across the entire 
time series, as we expect recruitment to be more alike in 
years that are closer together.

We assume that the fishing mortality rates increase with 
age, i.e.,
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 Fy,a = Fy,a-1+δFy,a, for a=7,..,15.  (1.3)

For ages 5 and 6,   F  y,a   =  μ   F  y,a     +  δ   F  y,a     , where   μ   F  y,a      is the mean 
fishing mortality rate, a fixed effect parameter to be 
estimated. A separate   μ   F  y,a      is estimated for ages 5 and 6, 
for two blocks: 1960–1994 and 1995–2017 (i.e. four 
fixed effect   μ   F  y,a      parameters). The age blocking of the   
μ   F  y,a     ’s was chosen to reflect overall fishery selectivity 
patterns, and the year blocks were chosen to account for 
the closure of the commercial fishery in 1994. The   δ   F  y,a      
are positive deviations from the fishing mortality rate 
at the previous age and are treated as random effects. 
The   δ   F  y,a    ̓s  are assumed to follow a normal distribution, 
with the deviations at the first age,   δ   F  y,5     , assumed to have 
AR(1) correlation across years with parameters   σ   F  5    

2     ,  ϕ   F  5     to 
be estimated. We treat the   δ   F  y,a    ̓s  separately for age 5 fish 
as visual inspection of the catch-at-age data indicated 
that age 5 fish were not actively targeted in the earliest 
years of the fishery. The   δ   F  y,a    ̓s  at ages 6–15+ were treated 
as a correlated AR(1) process, separable across ages and 
years, with parameters   σ   F6   +   

2     ,  ϕ   F  A 6   +     ,  ϕ   F  Y 6   +      to be estimated. We 
fit an AR(1) process across ages and years for age 6–15+ 

because fish that are closer in age and time are expected 
to have   δ   F  y,a     that are more similar than those that are further 
apart. The final formulation for the AR(1) parameters were 
determined via a model fitting process described in the 
exploratory process below. 

Observation model

The observation model includes data from the commercial 
fishery and scientific research trawl surveys. There are 
two basic types of fishery information: total landed 
weight, and the size (length, weight) and age composition 
of the landings. Both these sources of information are 
used to derive annual fishery catch numbers-at-age. In 
the integrated assessment model philosophy, these data 
sources should enter into the assessment model fitting 
via separate observation models (i.e. one likelihood 
component for the age composition and one for the 
landings). We particularly want to focus our model 
estimation to include uncertainty in landings. Therefore, 
for pragmatic reasons, we used landings information 
(1960–2017) and the catch proportions-at-age (ages 
5–15+ during 1960–2017) as independent data sources 
for model estimation. We only use commercial data from 
1960 onwards as there was insufficient sampling before 
1960. The current assessment model also does not use data 
prior to 1960. Age-based indices of stock abundance (i.e. 
numbers) are derived from the Canadian fall and spring 
research surveys in NAFO Divs. 3LNO (see Dwyer et al., 
2014 for details) and the Spanish research survey in the 

portions of NAFO Divs. 3NO outside of the Canadian 
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ; González-Troncoso 
et al., 2017) were also used in model estimation. Indices 
were for ages 1–15+ for all surveys, for years 1990–2017 
for the fall survey (2004 and 2014 omitted due to poor 
survey coverage), 1985–2016 for the spring survey (2006 
and 2015 omitted due to poor survey coverage) and 
1997–2016 for the Spanish survey. 

Catch age composition data

We fit the age composition data using the continuation ratio 
logit (crl) transformation (see e.g. Cadigan, 2015; Berg 
and Kristensen, 2012; Agresti, 2003). A direct observation 
model for the matrix of observed catch proportions each 
year is complicated because of the constraints   P  oa   ≥ 0  and  
∑  P  oa   = 1 . We use the crl which maps   P  a    for  a = 1, ...,  
A  max    into    X  a   ∈  (   − ∞ , ∞ )     for  a = 1, ...,  A  max   − 1 . The 
unconstrained crls are derived from the multiplicative 
logistic transformation,

   X  a   = log [   P  a   _  P  a+1   + ...+  P   A  max     ] , a = 5, ...,  A  max   − 1.    (1.4)

where   A  max    is the plus group. Recall that there is no catch 
data for ages 1–4. The inverse transformation of (1.4) is:

   P  a   =  
{

  
  exp (    X  a   )   _  ∏ i=1  a    (  1 + exp (    X  i   )   )    ,  

a = 5, ...,  A  max   − 1
    

  1 ___________  ∏ i=1   A  max  ‾1   (  1 + exp (    X  i   )   )    ,
  

a =  A  max  .
     (1.5)

The crls for the observed catch proportions-at-age data 
(i.e.   X  oy,a   ) are calculated from (1.4) and the observation 
model we use is based on assuming the model residuals 
(  X  oy,a   −  X  y,a   ) have a normal distribution with AR(1) 
correlation separable across ages and years with 
parameters   ϕ   C  A    ,  ϕ   C  Y     ,  σ    C   

y,a
    2      to be estimated, as we expect the 

crl errors to be similar for fish that are closer in age and 
time. Various age and year formulations were explored for   
σ   C  y,a    

2    and are described in the exploratory process below.

Landings data

Dwyer et al. (2016) reported uncertainties about the 
reliability of the landings data for Grand Bank American 
plaice. To account for this, we treat reported landings as 
a lower bound for true landings (i.e. not all catches are 
reported). We assume that there is an upper bound for 
landings that varies with the reliability of data (see Table 
2 for details). We used a censored likelihood approach in 
which the bounds are treated as the only information about 
landings (see e.g. Hammond and Trenkel, 2005; Bousquet 
et al., 2010; Cadigan, 2015; Van Beveren et al., 2017). We 
assume the true landings could be accurately estimated 
with a CV of 5%. Let Bly and Buy denote the lower and 
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Table 1. State-space model equations (see corresponding sections for details).    

Process model
Recruitment

l  og (    N  y,1   ) = μ R  y  
+δ R  y  

    δ R  y    ~N(μ R  y  
,σR   )

AR1(y)inδ R  y  
   

μ R  1  
fory≤1993μ R  2  

fory>1993

Abundance   log  (    N  y,a   )   = log  (    N  y−1,a−1   )  −Zy−1,a−1   +  γ  y,a    

  log    (  N  y, A   +    )   = log [ N  y−1,A   +−1    exp   −Zy−1,A+−1    +  N  y−1,A+     exp   −Zy−1,A   +    ]  + γ y,a    
γy,a~N(0,σpe   )

Fishing  
mortality

  F  y,a = μ F  y,a  
+δ F  y,a  

      for a = 5,6 

  F  y,a   =  F  y,a−1+δ F  y,a  fora = 7−15

δ F  y,a  
~N(0,σ F  5  

;σ F   6   +   
   )

AR1(y)inδ F  y,5  
   

AR1(y,a)inpositiveδ F  y,6+      

μ F  y,a  
    for ages 5, 6, for  

1960–1994/1995–2017

Observation model

Landings Censored likelihood:

 Pr ( B  ly ≤ L  y ≤ B  uy  )  = Φ {  
 log (  B  uy / L  y   )  

 _  σ  LC    }−Φ {  
log (    B  ly / L  y   )  

 _  σ  C   L  }  

εL  ~ LN (  0,0.05  )

Age  
composition

  X   O  a,y      =   X  a,y   +   C   y,a          ε   C  y,a    ~ LN (  0,  σ   C  y,a      )

Survey indices

Catchability 

  I  s,y,a   =  q  s,a    N  y,a    exp   −fs,yZy,a  +ε I  s,y,a     

  q  s,a   =  q  s,a−1+δ q  s,a    ,    
   ε   I  s,y,a    ~ N (  0,  cv  s  ∙I  s,y,a    ),

δ q  s,a      are positive

separate q  for Campelen and  
Engeltrawlsforages1–4for 

fall and spring

upper bounds and   σ  L   = 0.05 . The negative loglikelihood 
(nll) for the landings bounds data is:

   nll (    L  1  , … ,  L  Y    |   { B  ly  ,  B  uy  ; y = 1, … Y}  |   )   =

                              ∑ 
y=1  Y   log [Φ {  log (  B  uy   /  L  y   )   _  σ  L    }  − Φ {  log (    B  ly   /  L  y   )    _  σ  L    } ]    , (1.6)

where   L  1  , … ,  L  Y    are the model predicted landings. We fixed   
σ  L    at a small value to ensure that the estimates of landings 
are between the bounds for most years. 

The Baranov catch equation is used to model commercial 
catch as a function of  N, F  and  Z ,

    C  y,a   =    F  y,a   _  Z  y,a    (  1 −  exp   − Z  y,a    )    N  y,a  .    (1.7) 

Model predicted catch proportion at age (  P  a   =  C  a   /  ∑ a    C  a    ) 
were fit to observed proportions, as described in the previous 

section. Commercial average weights-at-age (  W  y,a   ) were 
calculated by Rivard’s method (Rivard, 1980) and are 
used to calculate model predicted landings each year,   
L  y   =  ∑ a     W  y,a   C  y,a    .

Survey data

The model-predicted catch for survey s is:

   I  s,y,a   =  q  s,a    N  y,a    exp   − f  s,y   Z  y,a      (1.8)

where  f  represents the fraction of the year the survey 
takes place ( 0.460  for the Canadian spring and Spanish 
surveys and  0.875  for the Canadian fall survey). As in 
our treatment of the fishing mortality rates, we model 
the survey catchabilities,   q  s,a   , as increasing with age for 
each survey:
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Table 2.  Upper catch bounds (UB) for estimated landings with associated justification for bounds; RC is reported catch. Discussion 
on catch uncertainties can be found in Wheeland et al. 2018, and references therein

Period UB Comments

1960–1976 2xRC “Unspecified flounder” by some countries. See, for example, (Pitt, 1972).

1977–1982 1.2xRC Landings by primarily Canada (>95%) after establishment of 200 mile exclusive economic zone 
(EEZ).

1983–1993 1.5xRC Increased foreign catch outside 200 miles. Various estimates used for catch estimates.  Issues 
with unspecified flounder records and discarding

1994–2010 1.2xRC No directed fishing in 1994 (bycatch quota), 0 TAC 1995 onwards. Catches defined from various 
sources with those considered most reliable by Scientific Council used for totals

2011–2017 1.5xRC Loss of availability of scientific observer data in the NAFO Regulatory area and surveillance 
estimates. Varying methods applied to obtain catch estimates including effort ratios (Dwyer  
et al., 2016), daily catch records, and NAFO CESAG estimates (NAFO, 2017)

  q  s,a   =  q  s,a−1   +  δ   q  s,a    ,     for a=2,..,15.     

Here, the   δ   q  s,a      are positive deviations from the   q  s,a    in the 
previous year and are treated as fixed effects. We note 
that the   δ   q  s,a      are always positive to ensure that the q’s 
increase with age and are treated as fixed effects since 
they are part of the observation equation and not the 
unobserved population process. For age 1 fish, the   q  s,a    
parameters are freely estimated, with no added deviation. 
In 1995 the trawl used in the Canadian surveys changed 
from the Engel to the Campelen (see e.g. Dwyer et. al., 
2016). Although Engel catch data were adjusted based 
on information from comparative fishing to match the 
Campelen catches, in our model ages 1–4 are given a 
separate q for each gear period due to issues in conversion 
of survey catches at these ages (Dwyer et. al., 2016). 
The indices are assumed to follow a normal distribution, 
with mean   I  s,y,a    and standard deviation   σ  s,a   =  cv  s,a   ∙  I  s,y,a   , 
where   CV  s    represents a separate coefficient of variation 
(CV) parameter for each survey, to be estimated. Various 
age formulations for each survey CV were explored and 
are detailed in the exploratory process below. We treated 
each survey as from an AR(1) process across ages with 
independent parameter s  ϕ  s    to be estimated. A constant 
CV variance model for I is approximately the same as 
assuming log(I) has constant variance; however, an 
advantage of our approach is that we can use observed zero 
indices directly in the model whereas in other assessment 
packages these index zeros are typically excluded which 
is not appropriate when there are many zeros which occur 
non-randomly over time. 

Estimation

The fixed-effects parameters to estimate (i.e.  θ ) are 
listed in Table 3. The unobserved states (i.e.   δ   F  y,a    ,  N  y,a   ) 

are integrated out of the joint likelihood function and 
the estimation of  θ  is based on maximizing the marginal 
likelihood   L (  θ  )    : 

   L (  θ )   =  ∭ Ψ     f  θ   (  D |  Ψ )    g  θ   (  Ψ )   ∂ Ψ       (1.9)

where  Ψ  is the vector of all random effects,    f  θ   (  D |  Ψ )     is the 
joint probability density function of the data (D; commercial 
landings, catch proportions at-age, commercial average 
weights-at-age, and Canadian fall, Canadian spring and 
Spanish survey indices) and    g  θ   (  Ψ )    is the joint probability 
density function for the random effects. The TMB 
(Kristensen et al., 2016) package in R is used to integrate 
the marginal likelihood (1.9), which is performed via the 
Laplace approximation (see Skaug and Fournier, 2006 
for details). The nlminb package in R is used to minimize 
the negative log likelihood function provided by TMB. 

The final model formulation was determined via a thorough 
exploratory process. The overall goal of the exploratory 
process was to determine the best model formulation for 
the survey CVs, the crl   σ   C  y,a    

2    (sds) and the q age-aggregating 
(detailed below). The Bayesian information criterion 
(BIC) was used in model selection since BIC penalizes 
more heavily for extra parameters when the sample size 
is large. Previous work has shown that the correlation 
parameters can be difficult to estimate reliably (see, 
e.g., Johnson et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2019), thus for our 
exploratory process, we conducted four exploratory runs 
with fixed AR(1) parameters: S1)   ϕ  s    freely estimated for 
each survey,  all  ϕ  F   = 0.90,   ϕ   C  A     = 0.9,   ϕ   C  Y  

   = 0.75; S2)   ϕ  s    freely 
estimated for each survey,  all  ϕ  F   = 0.90,   ϕ   C  A     = 0.9,   ϕ   C  Y     = 0; 
S3) all   ϕ  s   ,   ϕ  F   ,   ϕ  C    = 0.50; S4) all   ϕ  s   ,   ϕ  F   ,    ϕ  C    = 0. In all cases, 
the exploratory process began with the simplest model: 
with one sd parameter estimated for the crls, and one CV 
parameter per survey (see Table 3) and followed the six 
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steps below. Within each step, the model was refit for each 
assumption (e.g. in step 1 the model was refit 10 times, 
for q age-aggregating 5,..,14):

1) q age-aggregating: for each age 5,..,14 fix 
survey    δ   +    q  s,a      = 0 for all subsequent ages (e.g. q5+ 
is one run with    δ   +    q  s,a        fixed at 0 for ages 6+). q age-
aggregating selected from run with lowest BIC1.

2) CV combinations: for each survey using q age-
aggregating from 1) fit all combinations (pooled and 
unpooled; see Supplementary Materials 1 for details) 
of CV ages while keeping one CV parameter for other 
two surveys. Survey CV formulations for each survey 
selected from run with lowest BIC.

3) re-check q: with survey CVs from 2), re-run 1) to 
check that q age-aggregation is the same as in 1) 

4) crl sd ages: with survey CVs from 2) and q from 1), fit 
all combinations of crl sd ages. crl sd age formulation 
selected from run with lowest BIC.

5) crl sd years: with q from 1), survey CVs from 2), and 
crl sd ages from 4), fit two scenarios: 

a. pre/post moratorium split: fit a separate age sd 
parameter pre/post moratorium for year split start   
∈  (  1990, 1999 )    

b. moratorium gap: fit one separate sd parameter 
(no age splitting) for 10-year mortarium gap for 
year gap start   ∈  (  1990, 1999)  . 

crl sd year formulation selected from run with lowest 
BIC from both a and b

6) re-check q: with survey CVs from 2), crl sd ages 
and years from 4–5, re-do 1) to check that q age-
aggregation is the same as in 1)

The best fitting model was selected from step 6 for each 
of the four runs (i.e. one best fitting model for runs S1-
S4 selected via lowest BIC from step 6) and model fit 
compared across all four via a detailed examination of 
model residuals and BIC. Evidence of patterns in residuals 
(i.e. blocks of ages and years having residuals of the 
same sign, and whether or not overall residual variability 
matches assumption) was used to evaluate potential model 
mis-specification. The survey and continuation ratio logit 
residuals, which are correlated in our observation models, 
were standardized using the Choleski factorization of 
1 Note for q exploratory purposes (i.e. Step 1), the lowest AIC 

(Akaike information criterion) was used for model selection, since 
in all cases, the BIC selected the model with the fewest q param-
eters, and this was considered unrealistic for this stock

their estimated covariance matrix. We did not use the 
one-step ahead residual method (see e.g. Thygesen et al., 
2017) because it does not allow for correlations in the 
observations. A final model was selected from the four 
S1–S4 best fitting runs (i.e. via BIC and residual fits) 
and in the final step, two extra runs were fit; one with  all  
ϕ  F    parameters freely estimated and all   ϕ  C    fixed and one 
with all AR(1) parameters freely estimated (O2). These 
two runs were compared to the run with the fixed AR(1) 
parameters (O1), and a final model selected from the three. 
In all subsequent text, SSM will refer to the final model.

The SSM fit was also assessed through retrospective 
model fitting for the years 2011–2017. Each retrospective 
model fit used one less year of data (i.e. model for year 
2011 used data up to 2011) and predicted abundance, 
biomass, spawning stock biomass and average F’s were 
examined for systematic patterns and the severity of 
retrospective pattern was assessed using Mohn’s rho (see 
Mohn, 1999). Ideally, no discernable directional patterns 
will be present in the retrospective plots.

Biomass-at-age was calculated by multiplying predicted 
numbers at age (i.e.   N  y,a   ) and stock weights-at-age, which 
were estimated externally via a spatiotemporal biphasic 
Von Bertalanffy growth model (see Kumar et al., 2020). 
Length and age data are collected for American plaice 
from research survey vessels using a length-stratified age 
sampling design and Perreault et al. (2019) showed that 
ignoring this sampling design can lead to biased growth 
model parameter estimates. Kumar et al.’s method (2020) 
accounted for the length-stratified age sampling design. 
The 3LNO stock weights were combined for each division 
by weighting the values for each division by the average 
abundance index at age during 1975–2017. Stock weights 
prior to 1975 were fixed at the mean values for 1975–77. 
Estimates of maturity-at-age were taken from Wheeland 
et al. (2018). 

Simulation and sensitivity testing 

A full simulation study is beyond the scope of this paper; 
however, we conducted a simple self-simulation test 
and jittered start on the SSM to examine the reliability 
of the model estimates (see e.g. Cadigan, 2015; Nielsen 
and Berg, 2014). The self-simulation test randomly 
generates survey indices and continuation ratio logit catch 
proportions from the model predictions and assumed 
distributions detailed above. Process errors and other 
random effects are treated as fixed when generating the 
data and the model is re-fitted to the simulated data. This 
process is repeated 1000 times and estimates of SSB, 
average fishing mortality rates (ages 9–14), recruitment, 
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Table 3:  Base model for exploratory process; a+ is q age-aggregation (e.g. q5+ is model with q deviations fixed at 0 for ages 6+). 
Age groupings for survey CVs and sd crls are for subsequent ages (e.g. a separate sd parameter pooled for ages (1–4)
(5–6)(7–15)). See Supplementary Materials 1 for details.

Type Parameters

Base model

Process error variance   σ  pe  2   

Mean recruitment   μ   R   1  
    for y ≤ 1993  and   μ   R   2      for y > 1993

Variance and correlation of log-recruitment deviations   σ  R  2 ,  ϕ  R   

Mean F   μ   F  y,a  
    for ages 5, 6, and two time blocks: 1960–1994/1995–2017

Variance at age 5, 6–15+   σ   F  5    
2   ,   σ   F6   +   

2   

Model exploration S1-S4

Survey q’s
 Canadian spring survey   δ  s,a+  , for s = Canadian spring, fall, Spanish surveys 

              a+ = age aggregation explored for ages 5–14
 Canadian fall survey 
 Spanish survey 
Survey coefficients of variation 

  cv  s,a  , for s = Canadian spring, fall, Spanish surveys 
              a = various age groupings (1–15)

 Canadian spring survey
 Canadian fall survey
 Spanish survey

Catch age composition variance    σ   C  y,a  
  2  , for a = various age groupings  (  5−14 )    

Survey residual correlations   ϕ  s    for s=Canadian spring, fall, Spanish surveys

Year-correlation of F deviations at age 5, 6–15+   ϕ   F  5  
  ,  ϕ   F  A 6   +   

  ,  ϕ   F  Y 6   +   
   

Catch age correlation   ϕ   C  A    ,  ϕ   C   Y     

variance and autocorrelation parameters are stored. We 
calculated the relative difference of the estimates for each 
year (i.e. (simulation SSBy – data-based SSBy)/ data-based 
SSBy) for comparison.

The jittered start test re-fits the model with random noise 
added to the starting parameter values, generated from   N 
(  0,0.25 ∙   ̂  μ   )    , where    ̂  μ    is the model predicted parameter 
of interest. The model is re-optimized 100 times and the 
negative log-likelihood is stored for each iteration. Ideally, 
we expect an identical model fit from the jittered starting 
parameter values. 

We also examined the model sensitivity to our assumptions 
about M and catch bounds. A profile likelihood was 
constructed for a range of   M  a,y  ̓  s; that is,   M  a,y   = M + ΔM,   
where M is the SSM M model formulation and   ΔM ∈  
(   − 0.1, 0.35 )    . We also re-fit the model with upper catch 
bounds fixed at half the original model formulation upper 

bounds (M2) and with the upper catch bounds fixed (M3) 
at 1% of the reported bounds (i.e. “fixed landings”). Model 
fit for the catch bounds was assessed using BIC and an 
examination of the retrospective plots.

Results 

For brevity, we provide a summary table of the exploratory 
process that describes the final model from each run (Table 
4); additionally, only the full exploratory process results 
from the best fitting run (S2) are given in Supplementary 
Materials 1 (SM1) and discussed. For exploratory 
step 1 (run S2), the model with an age-aggregation of 
7+ (   δ   +    q  s,a  

   = 0  for ages 8+) had the lowest AIC and this was 
selected as the age-aggregation for step 2 (see footnote 2 
for details and SM1 Table 1). Overall, the BIC for the fall 
model fits ranged between approximately 9970 and 9890, 
9940 and 9860 for the spring survey and 9970 and 9900 for 
the Spanish survey, indicating the grouping of the Spanish 
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survey coefficient of variations (CVs) provided the least 
improvement in model fit (SM1 Tables 2–5). This is not 
surprising since the data for the Spanish survey do not 
cover the entire 3LNO region and are not as informative 
as the fall and spring surveys (see, e.g. Wheeland et al., 
2018 for more details). Rechecking the q age-aggregation 
in Step 3 confirmed that the age-aggregation of 7+ 
provided the lowest AIC and BIC with the new survey 
CV formulations (SM1 Table 6). The continuation ratio 
logit (crl) age exploratory runs in Step 4 had BICs that 
ranged from approximately 9600 to 9570, and the age 
aggregation of (5–6)(7–11)(12–14) was selected as the 
final crl sd age formulation (SM1 Table 7). For Steps 5a 
and 5b, the BICs ranged from approximately 9560 to 9480 
(SM1 Table 8). Rechecking the q’s in Step 6 confirmed 
that the age-aggregation of 7+ provided the lowest AIC 
and BIC with the new survey CV and crl sd formulations 
(SM1 Table 9). The AIC and BIC from Step 1 with a q 
age-aggregation of 7+ were 9690 and 9922 in comparison 
to the Step 6 run that were 9194 and 9481 respectively, 
indicating a substantial improvement in model fit. 

In all four exploratory model scenarios, q7+ was the best 
formulation for the survey catchabilities (q; Table 4). 
Overall, the survey CV formulations were similar for all 
four model formulations. For example, for the fall survey, 
models S1–S3 provided identical formulations, with S4 
(all AR(1) parameters fixed to zero) providing a better 
fit with an extra CV parameter for ages (2–4). Both the 
spring and Spanish CV formulations were similar for all 
four runs, providing the best fit with separate parameters 
at the oldest and youngest ages. In all formulations, the 
best fit for the crl sd parameters had a separate variance 
parameter from 1990–1999, with various formulations for 
the age groupings. For example, S1 provided the best fit 
with separate sd parameters for ages 5–7,14, and pooled 
for ages (8–13), whereas S4 pooled the sd parameters for 
ages (5–11) and (12–14). Overall, S2 had the lowest BIC, 
and had the best residual fits for both the surveys and the 
crls (see Supplementary Materials 2), and we selected this 
model as the best fitting model. For the final exploratory 
step (i.e., one run with  all  ϕ  F    parameters freely estimated 
and all   ϕ  C    fixed and one run with all AR(1) parameters 
freely estimated), the lowest BIC was for the model with 
all but the crl AR(1) parameters freely estimated (SSM; 
Table 5), and this was selected as the final state space 
model.

The SSM fit the data well with no patterns in the survey or 
continuation ratio logit residual plots (see Supplementary 
Materials 3). In 2017, recruitment, abundance and 
spawning stock biomass (SSB) were estimated near the 
lowest historical levels (Fig. 1). The model predicted 

landings were estimated within the upper and lower 
bounds, with the predicted landings closest to the upper 
bound in the early 80s, and again in 2010 (Fig. 2) and 
closest to the lower bound in the early 1990s. At ages 
1–4, the catchability pattern (Fig. 3) for the fall and spring 
surveys was lower for the Engels than the Campelen trawl. 
The differences were most pronounced for ages three and 
four, with the catchability estimates for the Campelen 
trawl almost twice as large as for the Engels trawl. For 
ages 1–5, the process errors (Fig. 4) were close to zero 
until the mid-nineties. Overall, there were no noticeable 
trends in the process errors at the older ages. Mohn’s 
rho for the full retrospective run (Fig. 5) was 0.30 for 
abundance and -0.19 for recruitment. In comparison to 
the most recent stock assessment model for Grand Bank 
American plaice (which we refer to as the VPA), the SSM 
had a lower Mohn’s rho for SSB at 0.43 compared to 0.69 
for the VPA (Fig. 6). Mohn’s rho for  aveF for the SSM 
was almost half the VPA Mohn’s rho, at -0.27 for the SSM 
and -0.45 for the VPA. 

The overall trends in SSB and aveF were similar for the 
SSM and the VPA (Fig. 7). Noticeable differences included 
the SSM predictions of historical SSB (i.e. years 1960–
1972) that were larger (but with high uncertainty) than the 
historical SSB predictions from the VPA. The VPA model 
also predicted a higher average fishing mortality rate in the 
early 1990s, at approximately 1.1, with the SSM prediction 
at approximately 0.80 for the same period. 

The self-simulation study lower 2.5% and upper 97.5% 
intervals for both SSB and aveF covered zero until the 
mid-1990s,(Fig. 8), indicating that the simulated samples 
produced estimates that were similar to the SSM estimates 
in those years. In the earliest years (1960–1972), the 
median of relative differences for aveF was mostly 
positive, with the converse for SSB. After 1990, there 
was a consistent positive bias in aveF and a negative 
bias in SSB, except in the final years, where aveF was 
underestimated and SSB overestimated. The boxplots 
of parameter estimates (Fig. 9) showed that the largest 
range were for estimated    μ   F  5_Pre1995     . TMB has an option 
(see Thorson and Kristensen, 2016) to reduce bias in 
nonlinear random effects models, and we implemented 
this method in a self-simulation run as a potential fix to 
the bias in our self-simulation study (see M4; Table 5). The 
bias across the entire time series for both SSB and aveF 
was much larger with the bias-correction turned on (see 
Supplementary Materials 4) than without. The jittered-
start test did not converge for 5% of the simulations, with 
100% of the converged models producing negative log-
likelihoods that were identical to the original formulation.
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Table 4: Best fitting models from exploratory process. For all models, parentheses represent pooled ages and ,., represent separate 
ages (e.g. 1,.,3(4–12) is a separate sd parameter for ages 1,2,3, and pooled for ages 4–12). (1990–1999) represents a 
separate crl sd parameter for the year block. S1 is run with   ϕ  s    freely estimated for each survey,  all  ϕ  F   = 0.90,   ϕ   C  A     = 0.9,   ϕ   C  Y     = 
0.75; S2 is run with   ϕ  s    freely estimated for each survey,  all  ϕ  F   = 0.90,   ϕ   C  A     = 0.9,   ϕ   C  Y     = 0; S3 is run with all   ϕ  s   ,   ϕ  F   ,    ϕ  C    = 0.50; 
S4 all   ϕ  s   ,   ϕ  F   ,    ϕ  C    = 0. AIC is the Akaike information criterion and BIC is the Bayesian information criterion.

S1 S2 S3 S4
nll

AIC

BIC

4548

9216

9519

4540

9194

9481

4878

9861

10123

5545

11196

11463

Optimal model formulation

q 7+ 7+ 7+ 7+
Fall cv 1(2–11)(12–15) 1(2–11)(12–15) 1(2–11)(12–15) 1,(2–4)(5–12)(13–15)
Spring cv 1,.,2(3–7)(8–13)(14–15) 1,.,2(3–13)(14–15) 1,.,2(3–13)(14–15) (1–2)(3–10)(11–14)15
Spanish cv 1(2–7)(8–15) 1,(2–7)(8–15) (1–5)(6–15) (1–5)(6–15)
Crl sd 5,.,7(8–13)(1990–1999) (5–6)(7–11)(12–14)  

(1990–1999)
5(6–14) (1990–1999) (5–11)(12–14) 

(1990–1999)

The minimum negative log-likelihood from the M profile 
likelihood plot was 4472, with an associated  Δ M  of 0.30 
(Fig. 10). For this model fit, the average fishing mortality 
rate in 2017 was estimated at 0.01 with SSB in 2017 at 
100.83 hundred thousand tons. Results from the sensitivity 
tests (Table 5) showed that the SSM had a lower BIC than 
the runs that halved the catch bounds (M2) and “fixed” 
the landings (M3). This is expected because more narrow 
catch bounds restrict the flexibility of the model. Mohn’s 
rho for both M1 and M2 for aveF were slightly larger than 
the Mohn’s rho from the SSM at -0.29 (Fig. 11). Similarly, 
Mohn’s rho for M1 and M2 for SSB were slightly larger 
than for the SSM at 0.39.

Discussion

Overall, our state-space model (SSM) that accounted for 
uncertainties in the landings data and allowed for process 
errors fit the data well, with no obvious patterns in the 
survey and continuation ratio logit residual plots (see 
Supplementary Materials 3). The retrospective patterns 
were reduced for spawning stock biomass (SSB) and 
greatly reduced for average fishing mortality for ages 
9–14 (aveF) compared to the most recent stock assessment 
model (VPA).

The M profile plot provided the best fit when M was 
increased by 0.30, suggesting that the values we used for 
M’s may be too low. Previous research found evidence 
that M’s during 1989 to 1996 (Morgan and Brodie, 2001) 
had increased to 0.53 and the current VPA model and our 

SSM include this increase. However, since the closure of 
the commercial fishery, estimates of total mortality rates 
have remained high for some periods (e.g. Fig. 7 for years 
2000–2006), and this may suggest that M is higher than 
0.20 in recent years. This is supported by preliminary 
work that suggests that M has increased since the mid-
1990s (COSEWIC, 2009; Morgan et al., 2011). The lack 
of recovery of the stock has largely been attributed to 
overfishing, however the mis-specification of M not only 
in the SSM but in historical assessment models could be 
over-estimating the relative impact of F. Thus, although 
a thorough study of M is beyond the scope of this paper, 
research that improves our understanding of M for this 
species should be of high priority as we may be fixing 
M within the model to be lower than is reasonable and 
subsequently over-stating the contribution of fishing 
mortality to the lack of recovery of the stock.

Mohn’s rho from the SSM retrospective analyses for 
both aveF and SSB were closer to zero than Mohn’s 
rho from the VPA retrospective analysis, which is a key 
improvement compared to the current assessment model. 
Including process error in the population dynamics model 
helped account for underlying time-varying population 
processes (e.g. M) that were not accounted for in the 
VPA, thereby reducing retrospective patterns. There is still 
evidence of slight retrospective patterns, and this may be 
caused by underlying spatial or time-varying processes 
that are mis-specified in the observation model since 
process errors can only account for misspecifications in 
the process equations. 
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Table 5.  Model estimates of variance parameters and some population parameters with percent (%) coefficient of variation. (O1 
is the final model from exploratory runs (S2) with  all  ϕ  F   = 0.9,   ϕ  

 C  A     = 0.9,   ϕ  
 C  Y     = 0, O2 is the final model from exploratory 

runs with all AR(1)parameters freely estimated. M2 is the final model with upper catch bounds set to half the SSM upper 
bounds, M3 is final model with fixed landings and M4 is the final model fit with the bias correction option in TMB turned 
on). AIC is the Akaike information criterion and BIC is the Bayesian information criterion. 

SSM O1 O2 M2 M3 M4

nll
AIC
BIC

4524 
9168
9470

4540
9194
9481

4521
9164
9471

4557
9234
9537

4781
9682
9984

4524
9168
9470

Est CV Est CV Est CV Est CV Est CV Est CV
  σ  F5   2.25 49 1.52 13 2.29 48 2.01 45 2.13 46 2.25 49
  σ  F 6   +    2.21 20 1.42 8 2.22 19 2.14 19 2.19 19 2.21 20
  σ  pe   0.22 6 0.22 6 0.22 6 0.23 6 0.23 6 0.22 6
  σ  R   0.71 15 0.70 14 0.71 15  0.71 14 0.71 14 0.71 15
  σ  C5−6   0.60 10 0.56 10 0.53 11 0.61 10 0.61 9 0.60 10
  σ  C7−11   0.33 9 0.29 11 0.28 11 0.33 9 0.33 9 0.33 9
  σ  C12−14   0.23 13 0.22 13 0.20 13 0.23 13 0.23 13 0.23 13
  σ  C90−99   0.95 9 0.98 9 0.76 12 0.96 9 0.96 9 0.95 9
  cv  Fall 1   0.66 20 0.67 19 0.67 20 0.66 20 0.66 20 0.66 20
  cv  Fall 2-11   0.31 8 0.31 8 0.31 8 0.31 8 0.31 8 0.31 8
  cv  Fall 12-15   0.45 10 0.45 10 0.45 10 0.45 10 0.45 10 0.45 10
  cv  Span. 1   1.55 33 1.56 33 1.56 33 1.54 32 1.54 32 1.55 33
  cv  Span. 2-7   0.81 12 0.81 12 0.81 12 0.81 12 0.81 12 0.81 12
  cv  Span. 8-15   0.46 11 0.46 11 0.46 11 0.46 11 0.47 11 0.46 11
  cv  Spr. 1   1.35 28 1.35 27 1.34 27 1.35 27 1.34 27 1.35 28
  cv  Spr. 2   0.70 18 0.70 17 0.70 17 0.70 18 0.70 17 0.70 18
  cv  Spr. 3-13   0.37 11 0.37 11 0.37 11 0.37 11 0.37 11 0.37 11
  cv  Spr. 14-15   0.48 13 0.49 13 0.48 13 0.47 13 0.47 13 0.48 13
  φ   F  A 6   +   

   0.95 2 - - 0.95 2 0.95 2 0.95 2 0.95 2
  φ  F5   0.97 4 - - 0.97 4 0.95 5 0.96 4 0.97 4
  φ   F  Y 6   +   

   0.98 1 - - 0.98 1 0.97 1 0.98 1 0.98 1
  φ  R   0.32 46 0.32 47 0.33 46 0.31 48 0.31 48 0.32 46

  φ  Fall   0.60 8 0.61 8 0.61 8 0.60 8 0.60 8 0.60 8

  φ  Span.   0.70 6 0.69 6 0.70 6 0.70 6 0.70 6 0.70 6

  φ  Spr.   0.87 3 0.87 3 0.87 3 0.87 3 0.87 3 0.87 3

  φ   C  A     - - - - 0.83 4 - - - - - -

  F  2017   0.11 20 0.11 19 0.11 19 0.09 20 0.08 18 0.09 28

  SSB  2017   10.13 16 9.80 16 9.89 16 9.83 17 9.58 17 11.51 18

  F  VPA   0.06 - - - - - - - - - - -

  SSB  VPA   18.24 - - - - - - - - - - -
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Fig. 1.  SSM estimated population abundance, spawning stock biomass (SSB), average fishing mortality rate (ages 9–14) and 
recruitment
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Fig. 2.  SSM estimated log catch numbers for ages 5–15+ (solid line), the shaded grey represents the region between the log 
lower catch bounds and the log upper catch bounds.
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Fig. 3.  Survey catchability patterns for the fall, spring and 
Spanish surveys with a separate catchability for two 
gear types (Engel and Campelen) for the spring and 
fall surveys for ages 1–4. Catchability for ages 7+ is 
fixed at the value for age 7. 

The estimate for survey catchability q is defined as the 
value required to scale swept-area abundance to the 
population abundance (see e.g. Dickson, 1993; Fraser 
et al., 2007). An estimate of q less than one implies that 
fewer fish are caught than occupied the area of the trawl, 
and a value greater than one implies that more fish are 
caught than occupied the area. Bryan et al. (2014) found 
evidence of herding behavior in over 90% of observed 
flatfish in the presence of survey trawls and this herding 
underestimates the width used in area swept calculations 
and can result in q estimates that are greater than one. 
Therefore, larger q estimates are not unrealistic for 
American plaice; however, the q estimates from the SSM 
are very large, with the maximum at 6.7. The maximum q 
estimate from the SSM is however much smaller than the 
maximum q estimated from the VPA at 13.62 (Table 26, 
Wheeland et al., 2018). Additional research is required 
to better understand why the stock assessment model 
estimates are so high. 

A difference to note between the SSM and the VPA is that 
the SSM assumes that the survey indices have a normal 
distribution with a constant coefficient of variation (CV) 
whereas the VPA assumes that the log of the survey indices 
have a lognormal distribution. The lognormal distribution 
does not allow for zeros in the survey data; however, this 
assumption may not be appropriate when there are many 
zeros in the data or when zeros are “true” zeros (i.e. no 
fish available to be caught). The assumption of normality 
with a constant CV avoids the problem of dropping zeros 
altogether. However, the normal distribution assumption 
supports negative indices which are infeasible. A solution 
to this problem is to use a truncated normal distribution 
in place of the normal distribution (e.g. Albertsen et al., 
2016). However, a normal distribution with constant CV 
is virtually identical to a truncated normal distribution 
when the CV is small. Consider two random variables 
(e.g. X and Y) that both have mean  μ  and a constant 
coefficient of variation,  τ = σ / μ . If   X~N (  μ, σ = τμ )     and   
Y~TN (  μ, σ = τμ; Y > 0 )     has a truncated normal distribution 
then their density functions differ by a multiplicative 
constant that only depends on  τ  and does not depend on  
μ . The constant is   ∫ 0  

∞  φ ( z − 1 _ τ  )   dz  where   φ  (  ∙ )     is the density 
function for   Z~N (  0,1 )    . The constant is close to 1 for  
τ < 0.5.  Hence, for our model, using the truncated normal 
distribution instead of the normal distribution will only 
affect estimation through differences in the weighting 
of survey indices with different  τ ’s, especially when  
τ ≫ 0.5 . For our SSM we only have large  τ ’s for the 
Spanish survey and ages 1–2 for the Canadian surveys, 
thus in our case there should be little difference in model fit 

for the truncated normal vs the normal. However, although 
the approaches are theoretically similar, future research is 
needed to compare the performance of the three methods.

Fitting the age composition and landings data separately 
is in line with the integrated model philosophy, but our 
treatment of stock and catch weights is not. Ideally, 
each source of data should enter independently into the 
likelihood equation; however, the stock and catch weights 
at age data for American plaice are collected in complex 
length-stratified sampling designs and how to model these 
likelihoods is difficult and beyond the scope of this paper. 
In the future, state-space stock assessment models will 
ideally fit to the raw data (e.g., maturity at age, weights 

2 Note that the survey index from the NAFO assessment is in mil-
lions and the catch is in thousands; to get the qs on the same scale 
as the SSM we multiplied the NAFO q estimate by 1000
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Fig. 4. SSM estimated process errors for ages 1–14 for years 1960–2016.

at age) and this will require complex stock assessment 
models that can account for the spatial nature of the stock 
assessment data. 

The self-simulation study lower 2.5% and upper 97.5% 
did not cover zero for years 2006–2010 and again in 
2013–2015. This bias was also present in models O1 
(fixing all crl and F AR(1) parameters) and O2 (freely 
estimating all AR(1) parameters; see Supplementary 
Materials 4). In a self-test simulation the model is 
specified exactly so stock size estimation bias cannot 
be the result of model misspecification, but rather it 
must be related to estimation bias and possibly related 
to nonlinear modelling of random effects. Our self-
simulation run that implemented the TMB bias correction 
option had larger bias than the SSM self-simulation run 
without (Supplementary Materials 4), which provides 
evidence that the bias is related to estimation bias. Also, 
preliminary research that fit the SSM with an increase 
in M (both across the entire time series, and another run 
increasing M only in the later years) did not produce the 
self-simulation bias in SSB and aveF in these later years 
(see Supplementary Materials 4). Hence, it seems that the 
bias is related to the particular settings of the model, and 

perhaps the magnitude of variance parameter estimates, 
and this requires additional research to better understand 
this type of bias. 

Although M profile plots are useful in providing a general 
picture of the role of the M assumption, it is also useful to 
examine which data sources are more informative about 
M, and Lee et al. (2011) suggested that informative length 
or age composition data is needed to reliably estimate 
M. Data-specific M profiles are commonly produced by 
more traditional stock assessment models without random 
effects and process error (e.g. SS3; Methot and Wetzel, 
2013) but in a state-space stock assessment model it is 
not straight-forward how to do this because the integrated 
log-likelihood cannot be split into a sum of log-likelihoods 
due to various data sources and other model assumptions. 
Further development of diagnostics designed to detect 
M misspecification (e.g. Cadigan and Farrell, 2002) also 
seems useful.

While overall trends in stock trajectory are similar, 
our new SSM is an improvement to the current stock 
assessment model that is used to inform the management 
of American plaice on the Grand Bank of Newfoundland 
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as it allows for errors in the landings data and reduces the 
retrospective patterns. Additionally, the thoroughness of 
our model selection process has the potential to increase 
the confidence in the selected final model and thereby in 
the assessment output that is being provided to fisheries 
managers. Our results also suggest that the current values 
used for natural mortality rates may be too low as our 
diagnostic model fitting found the best model fit when M 
was increased by 0.30. This is an important note not only 
for American plaice, but for all stocks that are managed 
under the assumption of a fixed M. We suggest that M 
profile plots (and/or alternative diagnostics) should be 
routinely provided to facilitate a better understanding 
of model behavior for various assumptions about M. 
This can provide motivation for research into more 
realistic values of M for future stock assessment models. 
Overall, this model is a valuable first step in improving 
our understanding of the stock of American plaice on 
the Grand Bank of Newfoundland as the flexibility of 
state-space models are an ideal foundation to build more 
realistic models.
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Abstract

Knowledge of reproductive parameters is necessary to efficiently evaluate and manage fishing stocks. 
Shortfin Mako constitutes the second most captured shark by the longline hook fleet situated in Rio 
Grande, RS, Brazil. However, little is known about the reproductive traits or abundance of this species 
in the Southwest Atlantic. Here we report on size and maturity, from 37 males and 46 females sampled 
in scientific cruises between September 1996 and August 1999, and commercial fishing cruises between 
December 2014 and September 2016, in South Brazilian Waters and Northern Uruguayan Waters. First 
results for male maturity are presented. Males between 119.0 and 270.0 cm TL (Total length) including 
all maturity stages were captured; eighteen adults, nine juveniles and ten immature individuals. The 
observed size at maturity was between 137 and 182.0 cm TL. Maturity ogive analyses indicate an 
L50 of 180.1 cm TL and L90 was 199.0 cm TL. Juveniles presented testicle weight between 84.4 and 
92.2 g, while adult weights were between 158.4 and 352.8 g. Only immature females were captured 
(n = 46), with sizes between 104.0 and 230.0 cm TL, and oviduct width between 4.1 and 7.15 mm. 
The CPUE varied between 0.57 and 2.38 individuals per thousand hooks. Overall sex ratio slightly 
favored females, 1.24:1 (F|M).

 Key words: South Brazil, reproductive biology, population structure, pelagic shark

Introduction 

Reproductive parameters such as size or age at maturity 
are important for evaluating recruitment of sharks, and 
therefore evaluating fisheries and population status 
(Holden, 1974; Cortés et al., 2012). Acquiring information 
on sexual maturity can inform biological and ecological 
traits of the species. These traits may be even sex biased, 
given that sexual dimorphism and site segregation are 
common in sharks (Francis and Duffy 2005; Semba 
et al., 2011, Tsai et al., 2014). Tsai et al. (2014) indicated 
from a fishery management perspective that ignoring the 
differences in population growth rates between sexes, as 

well as in social structure i.e., unsexed stock management 
can underestimate population decline risks.

The family Lamnidae (“mackerel” sharks, order Lam-
niformes), includes the genera Carcharodon Smith, 
1838, Lamna Cuvier, 1816, and Isurus Rafinesque 1810 
(Compagno, 2005). In regard to the Shortfin Mako Isurus 
oxyrinchus Rafinesque, 1810, Shortfin Mako is endother-
mic, being able to maintain higher temperatures than the 
surrounding water with counter-current vascular heat 
exchange (Carey and Teal, 1969). This physiological trait 
facilitates a high movement and migratory capacity. The 
species is oceanic, semipelagic and littoral and distribution 
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is circumglobal in temperate and tropical seas. In the West-
ern Atlantic, Shortfin Mako occurs from Newfoundland 
(Canada) (Casey and Kohler, 1992) to northern Argentina 
(Compagno, 1984; 1990).

In the South and Central Atlantic waters, Shortfin Mako 
is the second most captured shark in longline fisheries 
(Barreto et al., 2016a). Having such a wide range exposes 
the Shortfin Mako to a large number of fishing fleets, the 
longline hook fishery being the primary threat (Cortés 
et al., 2010, Barreto et al., 2016a). Barreto et al., (2016a) 
reviewed historical catches by the longline fishery fleets in 
the South Atlantic Ocean, identifying three main phases. 
The first (1979–1997), a period with low effort employing 
multifilament lines targeting tunas was characterized by 
increasing shark catches as the fishery developed. The 
second phase (1998–2007) was a period of expansion 
and monofilament line was introduced targeting sharks 
as well as tunas, resulting in a decline of 55% in Shortfin 
Mako catches. Finally, during a third phase, shark catches 
stabilized at a lower level. Mourato et al., (2011) found 
high percentages of captures of the Shortfin Mako, 
regardless of the targeted species in longline fisheries off 
the southeastern coast of Brazil. Shortfin Mako represent 
2.6% of total catches in fisheries targeting blue sharks, 
Prionace glauca (Linnaeus 1758), 3.0% in fisheries for 
swordfish Xiphias gladius Linnaeus, 1758 and 4.4% in 
multi species fisheries (Mourato et al., 2011). The overall 
declining trend of the Shortfin Mako captures could 
suggest a depletion of the stock, and thus an endangered 
status to the species (Barreto et al., 2016a), currently 
categorized by the IUCN as “Endangered” both globally 
and regionally, in the Atlantic (Rigby et al., 2018).

With respect to reproduction strategies, oophagy was 
documented in all members of the Lamniformes, including 
the Shortfin Mako (Gilmore, 1993; Mollet et al., 2000; 
Joung and Hsu, 2005). Following initial yolk-sac 
nutrition, oophagy, a type of matrotrophic viviparity 
occurs where intrauterine embryos ingest unfertilized 
eggs continuously produced by the mother (Hamlett and 
Koob, 1999). As the embryos consume and store the yolk 
present in the ova, they develop an expanded abdomen 
called “cardiac” or “yolk” stomach, characteristic and 
exclusive of the Lamniformes (Gilmore 1993, 2005; 
Mollet et al., 2000; Wyffels, 2009). Approximately two 
months before birth, the embryos consume the yolk and 
develop livers proportionally identical to the adults in 
relation to their weight (Gilmore, 1993, 2005; Mollet 
et al., 2000; Joung and Hsu, 2005). Among oophagic 
species, the adelphophagy, embryophagy or “intrauterine 
cannibalism” has been recorded in I. oxyrinchus and 
Carcharias taurus Rafinesque, 1810 (Mollet et al., 2000; 
Gilmore, 2005; Joung and Hsu, 2005).

Shortfin Mako size at sexual maturity ranges between 156 
and 210 cm for males and between 256 and 285 cm for 
females, with great variation among regions and studies 
(Mollet et al., 2000; Joung and Hsu 2005; Semba et al., 
2011, see Table 3 for details). Regardless of the growing 
amount of information on biology and reproductive 
parameters of the Shortfin Mako in the last 30 years, 
there is still a considerable lack of information about this 
species, as for most of Lamniformes (Gilmore 1993, 2005; 
Mollet et al., 2000). Moreover, size at maturity estimates 
for male Shortfin Mako were not available for the South 
West Atlantic. 

Stevens (2008) stated that, in spite of being commonly 
captured, the biology of this species is still not well 
understood. The economical and ecological importance 
of the species, the apparent declining populations trend, 
lack of reproductive studies in the Southwest Atlantic, 
discrepancies among studies and differences among 
populations of the Shortfin Mako highlight the need to 
acquire fishing and reproductive biology information 
for this species. The aim of this study was to study the 
reproductive biology of Isurus oxyrinchus captured by the 
south Brazilian surface longline commercial fleet in the 
Southwest Atlantic Ocean, and to provide data on CPUE 
and size distribution by sex. Here, we present population 
structure data, average size per season sampled and 
reproductive parameters. 

Material and methods

Study Area 

The fishing cruises were carried out in the area situated 
in the Southwest Atlantic Ocean, between latitude 29° 
and 36° S, and longitude 47° and 53° W (Fig. 1), in 
depths between 140 and 2200 m. This area corresponds 
to the southernmost Brazilian states; Santa Catarina 
and Rio Grande do Sul, respectively and including the 
northernmost Uruguayan waters. The main currents 
acting on the surface waters are the Brazil Current, which 
flows southward, characterized by warm and oligotrophic 
waters, and the Malvinas (Falklands) Current, flowing 
northward, composed by Antarctic Circumpolar Waters 
which are mixed with coastal waters coming from the 
La Plata River, these mixed waters are characterized by 
cold and nutrient-rich waters. These two currents with 
opposite flows meet each other, forming the South Atlantic 
Subtropical Convergence (Garcia, 1997).

Sample collection

Samples were collected during six trips aboard a 22 m 
length steel longliner, fishing in the south Brazilian inner 
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and outer shelves from December 2014 to September 2016 
(Table 1). An additional specimen was sampled during 
a single fish landing event in the port of the city of Rio 
Grande. Hooks were fixed using a steel line, appropriate 
for capturing large sharks and swordfishes. The usual 
set consisted of 800 hooks, varying between 600 and 
1050 hooks. Also, data from scientific longline cruises 
obtained in the same area between 1996 and 1999 by the 
project ARGOS (conducted by the former Laboratório 
de Elasmobrânquios e Aves Marinhas, Instituto de 
Oceanografia, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande) were 
also included (Fig.1). Catch per unit effort (CPUE) was 
calculated only for fisheries cruises, using 800 hooks per 
set for effort calculation. The total effort per cruise was 
not available for the scientific cruises. 

Biological and biometric sampling

The external measurements were taken at sea, as the 
fish were brought on board. For each specimen, total 
length (TL), fork length (FL) and interdorsal space (IS) 
were recorded to the nearest cm below. For males, the 
postcloacal length of the clasper (CL) was measured 
from the clasper distal end to the posterior margin of the 
cloaca opening, according to Maia et al. (2007). Clasper 
calcification was recorded manually, with the claspers 
being classified as ‘rigid’ or ‘flexible’ for maturity 
assessment. Due to access difficulties in biological 
sampling for reproduction assessment intrinsic of this 
species (also reported by Maia et al., 2007, and Barreto 
et al., 2016b), the testicles of seven specimens were 
weighed. Testicle weight (g) (including the epigonal 
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Fig. 1.   The study area, the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean, off southern Brazil (BR) and northern Uruguay (UY), where the 
samples of the Shortfin Mako Isurus oxyrinchus were collected. Red dots represent the longline fisheries captures 
(2014–2016), blue dots represent scientific cruises (longline fishing gear), carried out between 1996 and 1998. Star 
symbol represents the nursery proposed by Vooren et al. (2005). Depth isobath: 1000 m. A: summer, B: autumn, 
C: winter, D: spring. 
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organ) was recorded using an electric scale (0.1 g 
precision) considering both testicles together. Also, uterus 
width was recorded for 12 females, being measured in the 
middle region of the oviduct.

Analysis and statistics

To assess sexual maturity, criteria proposed by Semba 
et al. (2011) for the shortfin mako shark were applied. To 
determine maturity in males, the calcification and mobility 
of the clasper were examined, and maturity was as follows: 
stage 1-immature (not calcified claspers); stage 2-juvenile 
(semi-rigid and calcified claspers with low mobility 
(clasper rotation forward along the caudal-cephalic body 
axis) and no spurs) and stage 3-adult (calcified, high 
mobility, spurs).

The normality of TL and CL measurements was tested 
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Morphometrics were analyzed 
by plotting all measurements using linear regression (Pratt 
and Casey, 1983), to observe the relationship between total 
length and clasper length. The sex ratio was established as 
the ratio of total females to total males. A statistical X² test 

was applied to test differences between sexes. The logistic 
model  Y =  [1 + exp{−(a + bX}] −1 (sensu Mollet et al., 
2000) was fitted to the relationship between the percentage 
of mature males (Y) and TL classes of 10 cm (X), and 
a and b are parameters estimated by a generalized linear 
model (GLM) with a binomial distribution. Statistical 
analyses and figures were performed using the program 
R, ver. 3.2.2 (R Development Core Team, 2019).

Ethical considerations

For the collection of specimens of I. oxyrinchus on board 
the fishing vessels, permission of the Instituto Chico 
Mendes de Conservação da Biodiversidade (ICMBio) and 
Sistema de Autorização e Informação em Biodiversidade 
(SISBIO) was requested, license number 45279-1. This 
research is part of the research project “The biology 
and conservation of shark populations in the extreme 
south of Brazil” registered at the Universidade Federal 
do Rio Grande under process number 814440/2014, 
with awareness of the Ethics Committee in Animal Use 
(Comissão de Ética Em Uso Animal – CEUA of the same 
university. No experimental work was undertaken with 
the specimens collected. 

Table 1. Data on the overall commercial fishing cruises (between December 2014 and September 2016 by the sea-surface longline 
fleet based in south Brazil) and scientific fishing cruises (ARGOS, between September 1996 and August 1999) conducted 
off southern Brazil, Southwestern Atlantic Ocean, where samples of the Shortfin Mako Isurus oxyrinchus were obtained. 
Fishing sets were standardized in 800 hooks. 

Cruise Season Area
Days at 
sea

Fishing 
sets Mean depth (m) Mean Temperature

November/December 2014 Summer 33–34ºS
50–51ºW

19 11 2030(1200–3500) 23.9ºC(21.2–23.9)

March 2015 Autumn 29–32ºS
49–47ºW

11 5 1800 (1525–2000) 25.1ºC(24.8–26.2)

June 2015 Winter 33–35ºS
51–52ºW

13 9 205 (150–438) 20.6ºC(16.8–21.1)

November 2015 Spring 34–35ºS
50–51ºW

17 9 1300 (144–2000) 20.4ºC(19.2–22)

March 2016 Autumn 29–34°S
47–51°W

15 9 1170 (487–1523) 24.9°C(24.2–25.3)

September 2016 Spring 33–34°S
50°W

13 10 1288 (1000–1500) -

September 1996* Spring 32ºS
50ºW

7 6 530 (200–960) -

November 1996.2* Spring 31–34ºS
49–51ºW

8 7 800 (400–1100) 21ºC

April 1998.2* Autumn 28ºS
47ºW

9 6 570(376–760) 26ºC

August 1999.1* Winter 29–33ºS
47–50ºW

10 6 1090(667–1500) -
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Fig. 2. Relationship between total length (cm) and clasper 
length (cm) for the maturity stages considered; 
immature (grey circle symbols), juvenile (empty 
circle symbols) and adult individuals (black circle 
symbols) of the Shortfin Mako Isurus oxyrinchus 
captured by pelagic longline vessels off southern 
Brazil and northern Uruguay, Southwestern 
Atlantic Ocean. 

Results

Reproductive biology

The sample analyzed (Table 2) was composed of 
immature males (stage 1, n = 10), with (CL) ranging 
from 6.0 to 12.3 cm juveniles (stage 2, n = 9), with (CL) 
from 9.5 to 22 cm and adults (stage 3, n = 18) showing 
a CL range between 18.5 and 35.4 cm. The development 
of the clasper correlated with TL, exhibited three distinct 
phases. The first, with slow clasper growth and samples 
between 119.0 and 162.0 cm TL, followed by a rapid 
growth between 137.0 and 182.0 cm TL, and when 
maturity is reached, showing a slow growth once again 
(Fig. 2). The observed size (TL) at first maturity in the 
sample corresponded to the range 168.0–182.0 cm TL (TL 
of the smallest mature individual and largest immature 
individual, respectively). Regarding the maturity ogive 
analysis, TL at 50% maturity was found to lay at 180.1 cm, 
and 90% maturity at 199.0 cm (Fig. 3). Testicles weight 
ranged from 84.4 to 92.2 g in males stage 2 (n = 3) and 
from 158.4 to 352.8 g in adults (n = 4).

A total of 46 immature females were captured ranging 
from 104.0 to 230.0 cm TL. There was only one stage-2 
(204.0 cm TL), and no stage-3 females in record. Eleven 
specimens had their oviduct width measured, presenting 
values between 4.1 and 7.15 mm. 

Population structure 

A total of 83 individuals were captured and measured over 
the six fishing cruises and four scientific cruises (Table 2), 
with number of individuals varying between 1 and 26 per 
cruise. The TL range for the total sample varied from 104.0 
to 270.0 cm (Fig. 4), with a mean of 165.7 cm. Altogether, 
37 males were captured, TL ranging between 119.0 and 
270.0 cm, with a mean of 177 cm, while the 46 females 
captured had TL values between 104.0 and 230.0 cm, 
with a mean of 156.6. The smallest individual was 104.0 
TL female, captured in July 2015, at 20.8ºC and 150 m 
depth, while the larger individual was a 270.0 cm male, 
captured in March 2015 at 24.9ºC surface temperature 
and 2000 m depth. 

In relation to the CPUE, the highest value was recorded 
in the Spring sets, which presented 2.83 individuals per 
1000 hooks, followed by Winter (1.67), Autumn (0.74) 
and Summer (0.57). The mean TL was smaller in the 
Winter sets (134), increasing in Spring (163), Summer 
(191) and Autumn (214).The largest individuals were 
captured in the March 2015 Cruise (Autumn), with 
the samples varying between 177.0 and 270.0 cm, and 

composed almost exclusively by males larger than 
240.0 cm, with the exception of a 177.0 cm TL female, 
whilst the smaller individuals were recorded in the June 
2015 cruise (Winter), with captures composed mostly by 
females smaller than 160.0 cm. The CPUE by season and 
maturity stage is presented in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. The overall 
sex ratio, 1.24:1, favoured females, was statistically 
significant (χ² = 0.38, p = 0.53), and was highly variable 
among seasons. The higher F:M ratio was registered in 
the winter sets (6:1), decreasing in Spring (1.12:1), and 
favouring males in Autumn (0.8:1) and Summer (0.25:1). 

Discussion

Constituting the first estimate for the SW Atlantic Male 
TL at 50% maturity was estimated at 180 cm. For other 
areas of the Atlantic, Stevens (1983) and Maia et al. 
(2007) had provided estimations for the NW and NE 
Atlantic, respectively. Our estimate falls within the 
range of values observed elsewhere (from 150 to 180 cm 
TL) (Table 3). Our ogive analysis, although based on a 
relatively small sample of immature juveniles (19 in all), 
showed the expected sigmoidal curve and size at maturity 
for males, congruent with other studies. Compared to 
other clasper length-TL studies, immature males in the 
range of 50–100 cm are missing from the present study 
(see for instance, Conde-Moreno and Galván-Magaña, 
2007; Semba et al., 2011). As only immature females 
were captured, maturity estimates are not available in 
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this study. Given the effort concentrated in the same area, 
close to the Brazil-Uruguay Economic Exclusive Zone 
southernmost border, our data suggests size segregated 
groups, varying seasonally, with larger individuals 
concentrating northwards, in warmer waters and immature 
and juveniles migrating southwards as they grow.

Sampling oceanic and pelagic sharks is an expensive and 
difficult task, requiring many resources and structure, 
rarely allowing scientific cruises to be undertaken, thus 
leaving the assessment of their biological traits to fishery-
dependent means (Baum et al., 2003, Barreto et al., 
2016a). In the specific case of the Shortfin Mako, access 

Table 2.  Data on the captures of the Shortfin Mako Isurus oxyrinchus by longline commercial fisheries cruises (between December 
2014 and September 2016 by the sea-surface longline fleet off southern Brazil and northern Uruguay) and scientific fishing 
cruises* (between September 1996 and August 1999) in the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean. Fishing sets were standardized 
in 800 hooks.

Cruise Season Set Depth Sex ratio(Males|Females) Mean TL ♂ Mean TL ♀

December 2014 Summer 4 1500 (1|0) 154 -
December 2014 Summer 5 2000 (1|0) 206 -
December 2014 Summer 6 1200 (1|1) 165 224
December 2014 Summer 7 1200 (1|0) 206.7 -
March 2015 Autumn 1 2000 (1|0) 270 -
March 2015 Autumn 2 1900 (1|1) 241 177
March 2015 Autumn 3 1525 (1|0) 257 -
June 2015 Winter 8 438 (0|1) - 107
June 2015 Winter 9 250 (2|9) 147(119–175) 130(107–185.5)
November 2015 Spring 1 2000–800 (4|1) 198.6(190–212) 230
November 2015 Spring 3 1800 (0|2) - 181(164–198)
November 2015 Spring 4 967 (2|1) 160.5(153–168) 174
November 2015 Spring 5 145 (0|2) - 194.5(180–209)
November 2015 Spring 6 2000 (1|2) 154 176.5(142–211)
November 2015 Spring 8 1422 (1|2) 222.5 122
March 2016 Autumn 5 1429 (0|1) - 186
March 2016 Autumn 6 1143–990 (1|1) 188 182
March 2016 Autumn 8 1900 (1|0) 257
September 2016 Spring 3 1500 (2|5) 175 127.8
September 2016 Spring 4 1500 (2|3) 148.5 139
September 2016 Spring 5 1500 (0|1) - 186
September 2016 Spring 6 1500 (1|1) 170 152
September 2016 Spring 8 1500 (1|0) 146 -
September 2016 Spring 9 1000 (5|2) 160.2 132.5
September 2016 Spring 10 1000 (2|1) 165.5 143
September 96* Spring 1 510 (0|1) - 164
September 96* Spring 2 865 (0|1) - 204
November 96* Spring 1 1000 (3|3) 152.6(135–168) 167(155–191)
November 96* Spring 6 900 (2|0) 143.5(137–150) -
November 96* Spring 7 1100 (0|2) 184.5(152–217) -
April 98* Autumn 3 376 (0|1) - 169
August 99* Winter 2 667 (0|1) - 160
August 99* Winter 6 1300 (0|1) - 126.5
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to fish for biological sampling is even more problematic. 
Its valuable meat may discourage commercial skippers 
from allowing sampling (Barreto et al., 2016b). Fishery-
dependent sampling tends to concentrate efforts in areas 
of aggregation of other target species, varying in depths 
and areas. However, these snapshots can yield important 
information. 

In winter months, the fleet sets its fishing gear in 
southernmost waters less than 500 m depth, catching 
mostly immature females and eventually juvenile males, 
while in the summer, autumn and spring months, the 
fishing operations were conducted in waters deeper 
than 800 m, catching mostly adult and juvenile males, 
and occasionally immature females. These trends 
in distribution may provide information on spatial 
distribution and abundance of genders and maturity 
classes. Our data indicates mainly juvenile and immature 
aggregations with occasional presence of adult males 
in Southern Brazil pelagic waters. Vooren et al. (2005) 
reported neonates and young-of-the-year captures by 
gillnet fishery between January and March, in shallow 
coastal waters (28 to 63 m depth) between 29 and 31°S, 
classifying the area as a nursery in the summer. Costa et al. 
(2002), analyzing pregnant females captured between 
September and February by longline tuna fishing vessels, 
northwards, between 20–28°S, concluded that the birth 
period in Southeastern Brazil occurs in Spring (October to 
December). Migratory capacity among young-of-the-year 
and neonates is reported by Maia et al., (2007), and may 
explain our pattern observed in capture sizes observed, 
with the individuals going southwards, to feeding areas.

The high migratory capacity and behavior of this species 
widely exposes its populations to a variety of fishing 
fleets and techniques, with young and neonates being 
captured by gillnet fisheries in shallower water closer 
to the continent and larger individuals being captured 
by more oceanic techniques such as longlines (Vooren 
et al., 2005; Costa et al, 2002; personal observations). 
This exposure makes the Shortfin Mako the second most 
captured shark in the South Atlantic, with immature 
individuals being the most exposed to fisheries (Barreto 
et al., 2016a). Tsai et al. (2014) showed by modeling sex-
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specific reproductive stocks that single-sex models could 
be biased, leading to wrong risk analyses and population 
estimates. Not only the capture of females (from all size 
classes) is detrimental to the population, captures of the 
male stock may lead to population depletion, depriving it 
from viable reproductive pairs (Tsai et al., 2014).

Genetic studies have suggested that the North and South 
Atlantic Shortfin Mako populations are not segregated, 
having some gene flow between them (Schrey and Heist, 
2003). Nevertheless, female reproductive traits reviewed 
by Mollet et al. (2000) differ between hemispheres, which 
could be explained by habitat variation, with different food 
availability, for example. This situation signifies a discrete 
management approach, rather than to extrapolate trends 
and patterns from one hemisphere to the other. 

Conservation decisions and laws have changed in Brazil 
in the last few years, as stated by Barreto et al. (2016a), 

with the prohibition on capturing Sphyrnids (any kind of 
landing, even as bycatch), among other threatened sharks. 
The changes in fishing laws have led to modifications 
of the fishing areas which had become shallower, and 
closer to nursery areas. These are important areas for 
fishery management, providing a greater contribution 
for recruitment than other areas (Beck et al., 2001). 
Monitoring captures in these areas is necessary. Immature 
individuals are not able to reproduce, and their capture 
may lead to future reduction of the reproductive stock and 
therefore reducing the population resilience, especially in 
slow growth and low fecundity species, as the Shortfin 
Mako. However, proper management should not focus 
on a given maturity stage. All stages should be subject 
of concern when conservation decisions are made. More 
detailed studies are necessary, quantifying not only number 
of individuals or biomass captured, but also length, age 
and maturity class distributions, allowing for a responsible 
and sustainable management of fisheries, conserving the 
stocks and the economic viability of fisheries.
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Fig. 5.   Fishing sets and capture per unit effort for fisheries sampling of immature Shortfin Mako Isurus oxyrinchus captured by 
pelagic longline vessels off southern Brazil and northern Uruguay, Southwestern Atlantic Ocean, between December 
2014 and September 2016 in South Brazil. The CPUE is represented by the size of circles symbols in individuals 
captured per set (blue=Scientific cruises; red=commercial fishing cruises). A: summer; B: autumn; C: winter; D: spring. 
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Fig. 6.   Fishing sets and capture per unit effort for fisheries sampling of juvenile Shortfin Mako Isurus oxyrinchus captured by 
pelagic longline vessels off southern Brazil and northern Uruguay, Southwestern Atlantic Ocean, between December 
2014 and September 2016 in South Brazil. The CPUE is represented by the size of circles symbols in individuals 
captured per set (blue=Scientific cruises; red=commercial fishing cruises). A: summer; B: autumn; C: winter; D: spring. 
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Table 3.  Total length at 50% maturity (L50) for the Shortfin Mako Isurus oxyrinchus, in centimetres, reported by another studies 
and their location. Some studies provided 50% maturity estimates in terms of fork length (FL).

Study Male L50 Female L50 Location

Conde-Moreno and Galván-Magaña (2007) 158–207 - Baja California – NE Pacific

Stevens (1985) 195 280 Florida – NW Atlantic

Mollet et al. (2000) 180 280 World Wide Review

Semba et al. (2011) 156–173 256–274 NW and Central Pacific

Maia et al. (2007) 180 FL 210–290 FL Portugal – NE Atlantic

Francis and Duffy (2005) 180–185 FL 275–285 FL New Zealand – SW Pacific

Joung-Hsu (2005) 210 178 Taiwan – NE Pacific

This Study 180 - Brazil – SW Atlantic
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submitted for publication elsewhere. While it is intended 
to be regional in scope, papers of general applicability and 
methodology may be considered. Space is also provided for 
notes, letters to the editor and notices. Each paper is assigned 
to an Associate Editor of the Journal’s Editorial Board, and is 
normally reviewed by two referees regarding suitability as a 
primary publication.

NAFO Scientific Council Studies 

The Studies publishes papers which are of topical interest and 
importance to the current and future activities of the Scientific 
Council, but which do not meet the high standards or general 
applicability required by the Journal. Such papers have usually 
been presented as research documents at Scientific Council 
meetings and nominated for publication by the Standing 
Committee on Publications. Studies papers are not peer 
reviewed.

Content of Paper

The paper should be in English. The sequence should be: Title, 
Abstract, Text, References, Tables and Figures.

Title

The paper should start with the title, followed by the name(s), 
address(es) and emails of the author(s) including professional 
affiliation, and any related footnotes.

Abstract

An informative concise abstract should be provided along with 
key words listed alphabetically.

Text

In general, the text should be organized into Introduction, 
Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, and 
Acknowledgements. Authors should be guided by the 
organization of papers that have been published in the NAFO 
Journal or Studies.

Introduction should be limited to the purpose and rationale 
of the study. 

Materials and Methods should describe in sufficient 
detail the materials and methods used, so as to enable other 
scientists to evaluate or replicate the work.

Results should answer the questions evolving from the 
purpose of the study in a comprehensive manner and in an 
orderly and coherent sequence, with supporting tables and 
figures.

Discussion should explain the main contributions from 
the study, with appropriate interpretation of the results 
focusing on the problem or hypothesis. Comparisons with 
other studies should be included here.

Acknowledgements should be limited to the names of 
individuals who provided significant scientific and technical 
support, including reviewers, during the preparation of the 
paper, and the names of agencies which provided financial 
support.

References

The references cited in the text should be listed alphabetically. 
References should be mainly restricted to significant published 
literature. Unpublished documents and data, papers in 
preparation, and papers awaiting acceptance to other journals, 
may be cited with full contact addresses as unpublished or 
personal communications.
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used for more than two authors. The citation of mimeographed 
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crossref.org/freeTextQuery/ can be used to checked this.

Tables and Figures 

All Tables and Figures must be cited in the text. Tables and 
Figures must be numbered consecutively and correspond with 
the order of presentation in the text. Figure captions should be 
included as a separate page. Each table and figure should have 
a complete concise descriptive caption. Figures should always 
be submitted in black and white. Colour plots and photographs 
are acceptable only if colour is essential to the content. 

All figures should be submitted as separate files in the following 
formats:  .wmf, .emf, .ps, .eps files for vector figures. Raster 
images such as photos, pictures, maps can be in .jpeg, .png, .tiff 
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clicking and saving as .wmf, .emf or postscript files. If using 
SlideWrite copy the files as Metafiles (WMF). Do not save 
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Paper Submission
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